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NARRATIVE SUMMARY 

I. G17'NERAL 

The meeting on Science, Technology and the Economy consisted of a main
session on Wednesday, September 18, preceded by smaller working group 
sessions on the evenings of September 16 and 17. D\lring the latter, a. 

review of the national economy and the federal 'budget was provided by the 
Office of Management and Bu.dget. . · 

The meeting was direc.te.d most strongly to identifying priorities for reduc
tion in inflationary trends through (a) removing barriers to effective use 
of existing technology, (b) introducing new technology and (c) application of 
improved analytical methods. In keeping with this "e'rnphasis on priorities~ 
three specific sectors were identified'for detailed examination as offering 
the greatest potential leverage for contributing to the lowering of inflationary 
pressures in the national economy in both short and long term through science 
and _technology. These three illustrative sectors were (a) manufacturing, 
materials and energy, (b) health services and (c) agriculture and food. 
Detailed position papers and specific issues for each sector were provided 
to participants in advance of the meeting. The summary presented here 
points up a number of features common to these sectors, and there was 
agreement among the meeting participants that similar problems and oppor
tunities exist in several other sectors of the national economy. It is useful 
here to remark on several general points that emerged from the discussions, 
before summarizing the outcome of the sector analyses. 

There is worldwide recognition that the growth and strength of the U.S. 
economy is as so cia ted in large part with the stimulation of technology and 
effective use of its opportunities. However, over the past decade significant 
contributions to inflationary tendencies are associated with two national 
developments involving technology. The first i$ the introduction of policies 
intended to correct social costs incurred by rapid growth of certain tech
nologies " e. g., automobile transportation, energy. The second is the 
introduction of policies to extend the benefits of specific technologies-
e. g., health care. The contribu.tions to inflation have resulted from inade
quate recognition in the policy-making process, given the time-sc;ile set 
for policy implementation, of the need to (a) stimulate the necessary and 
optim\lm corrective technology to ensure least-cost solutions, and (b) create 
the environment to best ensure the least-cost application of desirable tech
nology. 

In particular, there is evidence that responsiveneE;~s to providing tec;:hnologi
cal change to meet regulatory requirements has been obtained at the price 
of diverting research and development resources away from process or 
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product improvement in some key industries. The tools and information 
for a proper analysis of~ (economic and social) cost and benefits are 
emerging only slowly. Accordingly, greater attention should be paid now 
to re-assessing the desirable balance point, given present knowledge, 
between the rate of striving for l~udable social goals and the rate of 
accum1,1lation of measurable economic costs. At the present time, greater 
effort is needed to improve the quality of the scientific measurements 
which form the basis of wise public judgment as to the desirability of 
specific goals in such important ar~as as environmental quality, safety and 
health care. Likewis~, appropriate effort and emphasis is needed in the 
nC;l.tional science and technology effort, both public and private, to sustain 
the creation of technological options that can provide the fle:x:ibility req1,1ired 
to meet the changing range of objectives of public policies, now and in the 
future. 
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II. MANUFACTURING SECTOR 

There was general agreement that technological progress, manifested in 
productivity gains and improvements in the supply and quality of goods 
produced,· has a strong influence on economic growth and the control of. 
inflation. Approximately seventy- seven percent of the economic growth 
which occurred during the postwar period can be attributed to technologi
cal progress. Continued economic growth will depend on continued 
activity in science an:l technology which will provide future technplogical 
options for improving productivity with the flexibility necessary t9 be 
responsive to changing emphases in public policy. Historically, t~ch
nology has had a particularly significant ~£feet on .productivity in t~e 
manufacturing sector. Its potential for further improving productivity 
in this sector in the future is· believed to be high relative to that for the 

agriculture and service sectors. 

It was recognized that there are essentially two avenues by which technology 
can improve productivity in the manufacturing sector. First, research and 
development resources may be re-allocated to fund those programs which 
have the greatest leverage on obtaining significant productivity im?rove
ments; such expenditures would thus contribute less .to inflation than they 
would without the re~allocation. Second, initiatives can be undertaken 
which eliminate policies and institutional factors which ten:l to cause 
barriers to improved productivity. The first avenue will lead to produc
tivity improvement over the long-term while the second avenue can lead 

to more immediate results. 

Several participants stressed that major barriers in the manufacturing 
sector to the implementation of productivity - enhancing technology arise 
frequently from workers resistance to change and from institutional and 
organizational inertia. Furthermore, there are indications that these 
barriers are beco1ning even more pervasive. They reflect, in part, the 
workers perception that technological change sometimes.causes side 
effects undesirable for the workers involved, such as jo'Q dislocation, 
reduced employment opportunities, and reduced job satisfaction from 
downgraded job skills, lack of challenge and opportunity, de-humanization 
of the working environment, increased boredom. Government policies 
which are designed to create incentives for greater application of technol
ogy must give close attention to such socio-economic factors if they are 

to be effectively implemented. 

For impact on inflationary pressures in the near term, it was widely 

agreed that: 
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Signifi_cant opportunities exist for improving productivity_in the manufacturing 
!:~tor_Ey increasing the efficiency of th~ p_:od~~tion process. These 
efficiencies can best be achieved (1) through wider application of advanced 
information technologies for production s <;:heduling, inventory control, cash 
management, etc.; (2) through the application of advanced computer-managed 
systems for discrete-piece manufacturing; (3) through the application of 
techniques such as hot iso-static pressing of powdered metals, precision 
forging, etc. which reduce the manufacturing operatio.ns required to meet 
dimensional specifications and the amount of scrap produced; and (4) through 
the use of more efficient coservation and conversion techniques which reduce 
energy and material requirements. 

Furthermore, changes in Government standards and regulations could pro
duce immediate effects on the use of existing technology for improving 
efficiency and productivity. Here, special attention should be directed 
(1) toward achieving uniformity and compatability of codes and standards 
within and between states which will allow advanced manufacturing techniques 
to be applied to improve productivity in building construction and (2) toward 
the revision of Government procurement and contracting procedures which 
currently contain dis -incentives for contractors to invest their discretionary 
capital to reduce costs and increase productivity. 

Likewise, the purchasing powe_! of the Governme~t can be used to create 
incentives for the application of technology to improve manufacturing pro
ductivity. Products can be specified in terms which place incentives on 
achieving high performance, low life- cycle costs, and low materials and 
energy consumption. Similarly, dis-incentives can be created to discourage 
excessive product differention and lack of standardization which impedes 
implementation of automation in warehousing and distribution. 

In identifying action that should be taken now to be capable of influencing 
inflationary trends over the longer term, the following items were seen to 
be important: 

Barriers to the development of productivity-enhancing technology can arise 
~a,?- unforseen and unintended result of Government policy-m~king. The 
extent to which current tax, regulatory, anti-trust, and standard- setting 
policies, together with existing institutional barriers, impede the applica
tion of technical progress to improve manufacturing productivity requires 
examination with a view to minimizing the impedence. 

Manufacturing productivity can be enhanced through development of an in
stitutional mechanism which would pool available resources for manufactur
ing research and developmen~omulgate uniform procedures for measur
ing total productivity at the fir~~!, and_erovide statistical data on the 
rate of P!oductivi_!y change. Industry fragmentation can impose limits on 
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the scale of development programs which can be undertaken to improve 
manufacturing productivity, and joint research and development programs 
tend to be discouraged because of anti-trust considerations. The establish
ment of an institutional mech::mism to allow the pooling of resources on an 
intra-industry basis and which would be directed toward common produc
tivity problems should have a significant pay-off. 

~inally, wide dispersions exist between the most efficient manufacturing 
planjs and the less efficient plants in various industries. Government actions 
which create improved technology transfer systems and investment incentives 
could serve to reduce these gaps and produce important productivity gains. 

III. HEALTH SERVICES 

The questions which were posed of the industry of health care were similar 
to those raised for other industries (e. g., what was the particular contribu
tion to inflation, what opportunities were there for its relief, what special 
opportunities were there for science and technology toward improvements in 
productivity, efficiency, and effectiveness, etc.). These questions were 
answered for health care in a way whl.ch reflected the peculiar characteris
tics of that industry (unusually inflationary, highly labor-intensive, high 
degree of elasticity of demand not always clearly related to real need, highly 
fragmented in its organization, and possessed of a series of incentives which 
did not particularly favor improvement). 

There appeared to be few opportunities for the direct application of science 
and technology to make sizeable alterations in the inflationary character of 
that industry in the immediate future. However, certain actions should be 
started now in order to be able to realize tangible results later on. By con
trast, there were clearly seen to be enormous opportunities to bring about 
economic stability in the health care sector over the medium and longer 
term. A question central to this issue. was, assuming the. advent of a 
national financing scheme for health care (national health insurance) and 
of suitable regulatory mechanisms, are there roles for science and tech
nology that can help solve problems of inflation and the poor record of 
productivity gains? The answer was clearly in the affirmative in the long 
run. However, this answer was accompanied by an impressive list of 
qualifications and prior conditions which must be satisfied in order to 
realize the benefits from science and technology and which reflect a series 
of institutional barriers and perverse incentives which must be altered: 

1. The present generation of health insurance mechanisms and the present 
arrangements for capital financing deliberately foster in-patient hospital
ization accompanied by expensive services often of uncertain benefit. 
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2. Present practices strongly encourage the use of supportive (but expensive) 
technologies rather than less expensive, but curative technologies. 

3. Some forms of health insurance under consideration (such as catastrophic 
insurance alone) will promise to be further inflationary. 

4. Health care is provided to a great extent in the form of disaggregated, 
individual, enterpreneural units. 

5. Defensive medicine, caused by the thrust of a malpractice climate, is 
highly expensive. 

6. Pre sent regulatory schemes, although desirable in concept, promise to 
be inflationary in practice if not done properly. 

A combination of both E_Ublic attention throush governments and private efforts 
will be needed to bring about the necessary conditions for the full participa
tion iD the benefits of science and technology. Contrary to the situation per
haps in some other sectors, both the demand and the supply aspects require 
forthrig~nd deliberate attention. This attention should be directed at all 
of the aspects of financing, regulati~. orga~izing and evaluating health 
care, at as suring adequate information, and at finding solutions to the highly 
expensive and unproductive patterns of accommodation to malpractice concerns. 

As to specific action~ there was agreement that there was an immediate ~eed 
for a new institutional setting in order to fulfill the tasks of evaluation, 
information, and research and development aimed at improving the manage
ment, productivity, efficiency, and effectiveness of the health care industry. 
Specifically, an Institute of Health Care Studies should be created by a con
sortium of organizations from the private sector. Such an institution should 
be de signed to harmonize the best resources of government, industry and 
universities and should bridge the public and private sectors. This institute 
should receive its financial support ultimately from funds intrinsic to the 
health services industry including both the private and the governmental 
aspects. This notion would go far towa:rd combining the advantages of a 
creative, private-public partnership with those of supporting research and 
development in the health care indu~;try in the way which has been traditional 
and so productive for much of American industry. 

Finally. for the long term, the discussions recognized the scientific limit
ation on the improvement of health (extension of life, and reduction of 
mortality) to be overwhelming. It is only through continued investments 
in futures through fundamental research that expensive supportive therapies 
("halfway technologies" such as the iron-lung and the current kidney 
machines) can be replaced by much less costly definitive and curative 
methods of treating disease. 
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IV. AGRICULTURE AND FOOD 

This area has a profound influence on the inflationary picture, not only in 
terms of agricultural abundance being basic to changes in costs of food, but 
also in terms of the influence of agricultural exports on the balance of pay
ments; in 1973 agriculture provided the largest single contribution ($9. 3 
billion) to the trade surplus. Science and technology offer some leverage 
on agriculture for the short term, but their principal influence lies·in 
actions now and in the near future that would contribute to the continuous ' 
rise in proiuctivity of the total food system -- proiuction, handling, trans
portation, storage, processing and marketing-- that is necessary to exert 
a steady downward pressure on inflationary trends into the longer term. 
At the present time, food and agriculture maintain a much smaller backlog 
of unexploited technology than, for example, manufacturing generally. The 
present structure of research and technology support for agriculture was 
asserted by several of the discussion participants to be less vigorous than 
needed to meet the nation's demands over the coming decade. The group 
called for a strengthenins of the research and development organization, in 
both the basic and the applied aspects, as being essential to meeting these 
needs, in particular by strengthening the cross-ties between the biological 
sciences and the applied agricultural technology. 

Since the Federal Government is the source of a large proportion of the 
research funding for agriculture and food, it is in a position to effect an 
improvement in the recognition of the value of selecting research emphasis 
on the basis of its contribution to the effectiveness of the total fooi syste~, 
and also to effect a better coordination of research activities in this area. 
The opinion was expressed that efficiency would be enhanced by a greater 
coordination of both Federal and state research under regional directors, 
structured either around specific crops or around natural geographic regions 
of the country. 

Numerous participants indicated that, in view of the inflationary pressures 
on food prices of regulatory requirements on the agriculture and food 
industry, a mechanism is needed to better assess consumer and social costs 
arising from regulatory controls. Calculations of the costs and the benefits 
both for the consumer and for society would provide a realistic means of 
assessing the merits of existing and pending legislation. This would apply 
especially to fooi standards, labeling, pesticide tolerances, effluents from 
processing plants, and related regulatory standards, including the question 
of inconsistencies with the standards for other effluents, e. g., urban sewage. 
There was agreement that some opportunities for reduction in these costs 
should result from research on alternative use of processing waste flows. 
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The recurring use of transportatio~ in the food system was noted, ard in 
view of the already increasing shortage of both railroad and truck unit'"·· 
the inflationary pressures in the agricultural sector could worsen with 
further dti!terioration of the transportation system. 

Suggestions were made that a mechanism of monitoring both inventory and 
location of railroad cars and truck transports is badly needed. A nation
wide system, utilizing contemporary information technology, would maxi
mize the efficiency of transportation by permitting optimum control by 
operators of location and despatch of transport units. 
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Chaired by Dr. H. Guyford Stever, Science Adviser to the President 

8:30 a.m. 

8:35 a.m. 

9:00 a.m. 

10:00 a.m. 
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12:30 p.m. 
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Manufacturing, materials and energy: 
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priorities for attention with respect to assisting 
in the alleviation of inflation, and specific 
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HFALTH 

Rapporteurs: Michael R. Pollard 
Michael Zubkoff 
Richard Schmidt 

A. stM1ARY 

The Pre-Summit Conference on the Impact of Inflation in the 
Health Sector brought together rrore than 100 representatives from 
the public and private sectors involved in the planning, financing, 
deli very and purchase of health care. The health care indust:J:y 
was characterized during the Conference as being both a cause and 
victim of inflation. It was apparent that individually the dele
gates recognized the heavy potential impact of continued inflation, 
although few appeared to admit the necessity of joint action. 
Despite an uneasiness caused by the belief of many that the 
Conference was designed to rationalize cuts to the Federal health 
budget, the conferees offered many suggestions to irrprove the 
ability of the sector to contain cost. A few were short te:rm 
suggestions; rrost were allred at long te:rm structural changes. 
Few suggestions were received without same voiced difference of 
opinion. On many issues, had there been rrore tilre and rrore specific 
points raised, the differences "WOuld likely have been rrore 
clearly delineated. If there are no universally acceptable so
lutions, the Conference at least revealed that there are a variety 
of potential solutions. 
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INI'IDIXJCI'ION 

The Pre-Summit Conference on the Impact of Inflation on Health 
brought together more than 100 representatives of health providers, 
insurers, consurrers, and analysts. Many of the conferees prepared 
and contributed written statenents, the contents of which were 
surrmarized during three separate panel discussions convened on 
Thursday afternoon and Friday morning. Given the diverse back
grounds and interests of those invited, it is safe to say that a 
wide variety of views were expressed concerning the inpact' causes 
of, and rerredies for inflation within the health sector. The brief 
tinE available and the number of participants severely limited 
discussion of this ccxrplex problem, and resulted in an even more 
limited consensus on major issues. This report represents a highly 
condensed surrmary of an already ccxrpressed series of discussions and 
observations. It is intended to be an accurate account of the 
Conference highlights; it cannot pretend to be ccxrprehensive. 

It is necessary to add, at this point, a statenent conveying an 
undercurrent of distrust regarding governnental abjecti ves prevalent 
throughout the Conference. Conceptually, the idea of open solici
tation of public views on inflation, i.rrplying public input into the 
policy--making process, is inherently appealing. Many of the 
conferees, however, expressed their fears that this Conference was 
designed as a palliative to public sentinent; that there are, or will 
be, policies enacted that will result in a reduced Federal oorrmi t
rrent to health programs. Administration assurances to the contrary, 
many conferees will await with considerable apprehension the results 
of final policy deliberations. 

Despite these fears, the opportunity to he heard was ilrp:>rtant, and 
earnest efforts were made to address problems that extend well beyond 
the specific Federal budget. That no dramatic solutions were 
advanced is to be expected. It is clear, however, that this group 
did not consider the problems of health care inflation to be insoluble. 
There was recognition that short-te:rm solutions are limited and 
probably nonexistent. I:rrlted.iate actions which may produce long-
term structural changes and resolutions are possible and must be 
considered by the Congress and the Administration. 

Inflation in the Health Sector 

Total health expenditures have risen between 1950 and 1974 frcrn 4.6 
percent to 7. 8 percent of the Gross National Product. The rate of 
increase in rredical care costs during recent years has been 10-12 
percent, and in recent months, the overall prices of rredical care have 
cli.rrbed at a projected annual rate of 17.6 percent.l There were 
differences of opinion as to the validity of DHEW projections, in that 
sorre individuals strongly contended that 1) recent monthly data 
should not be annualized since they represent too brief a period 
to be considered a pennanent trend and 2) that these dramatic 

1. DHEW project1.ons based on the CPI statistics for May to August 1974, 
recently released by the Depart::rrent of Labor Statistics. 
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increases, well above the overall increase in the Consurrer Price 
Index for all goods and services, are a bulge cqused by the extended 
controls that operated on the health sector unt1l May 1974. 
Despite such opinions, there were few participants who did not agree 
that escalating costs and prices above the rest of the economy should 
and must not be allowed to continue unchecked. It was suggested by 
several conferees that the goal of this conference should be to attempt 
to· identify those elements of the health care system which cause health 
care prices to increase at a greater rate than general prices, as well 
as to prepare strategies for containing health sector costs to a level 
at least no higher than those of the general economy. 

Even if we ignore the rrost recent experience, current per capita health 
expenditures are estimated at $496. Continued growth in these expendi
tures represents a substantial sum and threatens to crowd out many other 
equally irrportant areas of human need. At the very least, the following 
~ questions must be addressed: 1) who will finance the continued 
growth in expenditures in the health sector; and, 2) how can the rate 
of increase be contained. The Federal Government has a daninant and 
growing role in health, in that approximately 26.2 percent of total 
health expenditures cane fran the Federal budget in FY 1973. Its per
centage contribution has rrore than doubled since 1966. 

Despite the irrportance of governmental intervention, personal expendi
tures, directly or through insurance, consurre a significant percentage 
of available resources. For the poor, where resources are limited 
and often fixed, escalation in health care prices cannot be absorbed, 
and there appears to be only one choice--postponement of additional 
expenditures on health care. The erosion of the health dollar is not 
an abstract economic problem for the poor. It is a matter of life and 
death. 

Impact of Inflation on Health 

There is widespread recognition that the current inflationary trend 
throughout the economy impacts significantly and adversely on the 
entire health sector. The seemingly dramatic increases in Federal 
expenditures within the health sector represent less an expanded carmi t
ment to health than an attempt to keep pace with the rapidly declining 
purchasing pcMer of the dollar. For exarrple, of the $4. 3 billion 
increase in Federal Medicare and Medicaid expenditures between FY 1974 
and FY 1975, rrore than $1.8 billion is required si.rrply to stay even. 

Under the current levels of inflation and without an expanding budget 
for health: 

o Existing programs will be forced to reduce the quantity 
and/or the quality of services, thereby adversely affecting 
the health status of Federal t.3!-"qet_ population (the poor, 
minorities, children, the elderly, veterans, etc. ) . 
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o A higher absolute arrount, if not a higher percentage, of the 
cost of financing service programs will be shifted to consurrers, 
many of whan cannot afford the services available at current 
price levels. 

o Health research programs will be curtailed, thereby slowing do.vn 
the search for technological solutions to both illness and the 
ability of the health system to serve the total needs of the 
population. 

o Pranising new programs recently initiated, such as Health 
Maintenance Organizations, will be reduced in terms of scope 
and penetration. 

o Health manpower programs will be effectively curtailed, 
thereby pushing farther into the future the ti.rre at which 
the entire population will have access to health care. 

The list could be expanded, but the :rressage is clear. Unless the rate 
of inflation is contained or the budget expanded, we will face severe 
restrictions in healLh care--restrictions that we can neither afford nor 
tolerate as a nation with the highest per capita standard of living in 
the world. 

The conferees recognized that health care providers are also caught in 
the web of inflation. Although clearly the provider side of the health 
care industry must bear its share of responsibility for inflation, the 
industry itself is threatened by inflation. By passing through increases 
in cost to consumers, without at the sarre ti.rre taking decisive action to 
encourage greater efficiency, the providers run the risk of greatly 
accelerating a radical restructuring of the entire health care industry. 

Potential Impact of Anti-inflation Policies 

The Administration is considering, or has adopted, a variety of policies 
to stem the tide of inflation. A number of these policies were discussed 
during the conference; many were not. Given four types of anti-inflation 
policies--narnel y, 1) rronetary policy, e.g. , raising interest rates, 
2) fiscal policy, e.g. , reducing governrrental expenditures, raising 
taxes, 3) manpower policy, e.g. , accepting higher levels of unemployrrent, 
and 4) incares policy, e.g. , wage price controls--the following catalog 
of effects may occur: 

o Higher interest rates will increase the cost of health 
facilities construction (e.g., hospitals, clinics, HMOs, 
Neighborhood Health Centers, research laboratories, 
:rredical schools, etc.). Mechanisms designed to finance 
the delivery of health services will confront higher 
claims for reimburserrent; rrost govern:rrentall y sponsored 
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financing programs will face an increased drain on available 
resources, thus adding to the inflationary effects already 
felt by these programs. As a result, there is likely to be 
a general slowdown in construction of new health care facili
ties (e.g., HM:>s or ambulatory facilities). This could lead 
to a reduction in the quality of care, as well as a reduction 
in the dispersion and inplernentatio:Q of new technologies. 

o Higher interest rates will increase the cost of obtaining 
educational funds. This rray reduce the demand for admissions 
to medical education programs and rray affect the flow and 
skill mix of the supply of health rranpower for future time 
periods. There would appear to be incentives toward shortened 
trq.ining tirre and resultant shifts in specialty/occupational 
choices. The supply of highly skilled types of health rran
power rray be inperiled. 

o Higher interest rates will raise the cost of treasury borrowing. 
This will increase the cost of financing the goverrurent debt, 
reducing that portion of the Federal budget allotted to health 
programs, and further adding to the in£lationary pressures 
already experienced by these programs. 

o Reduction in goverrurent expenditures may lead to arbitrary 
and capricious across-the-board reduction in budgets for 
Federal health programs, which rray seriously inpair the 
functioning of such programs. For example, the ability of 
the Veterans Administration and the Indian Health Service to 
attract sufficient numbers of physicians to rreet the health 
service needs of their respective constituents may be 
significantly threatened, especially in the face of a rising 
wage scale for physicians, by such budget cuts. 

o Increased unemployment leads to an increase in the need for 
governrrent transfer payments. If a balanced budget or 
budgetary surplus policy is being followed, this may result 
in budget cuts for Federal health programs. However, increased 
unemployment leads to increased demand for health services 
under Federal programs. The reduced incares of the unemployed 
will entitle rrany of them to Medicaid benefits. Thus, at a 
time when health budgets are being cut, there will be con-
cani tant demand for increased health expenditures. 

o Increased taxes rray lead to increased wage demands by health 
personnel, thus adding to the inflationary spiral. 

An administration unemployrrent policy was discussed and was viewed 
as unacceptable. The target population of DHE.W already is subject 



to unemployment rates far in excess of the national average. 
It was clear that most conferees held the belief that the poor should 
not be asked to shoulder the additional burdens imposed by anti
inflationary measures. 

Characteristics of Heal~ Sector Contributing to Inflation. 

It was generally recognized, as noted earlier, that the health sector 
is both a hostage to and a cause of inflation. There are recognized 
inherent structural defects in the current systen responsible for the 
delivery and financing of health care. 

o The concept of fee-for-service and cost-plus reimbursement 
neither encourages nor rewards cost containment and 
encourages cost growth. 

o Existing methods of third-party reimbursement provide 
little or no control over rising prices. 

o There exists insufficient competition within the health 
industry, so that market forces that exist in other 
sectors to induce increased productivity and efficiency 
are largely absent in health care. 

o Although not a defect per se, health care is a labor 
intensive industry, thereby making the industry less 
susceptible to increased productivity through machine 
technology. 

o Restrictive laws and practices exist that inhibit poten
tial advances in productivity through the introduction of 
new types of manpower or better utilization of existing 
Ina.niXJWer. 

o First-dollar insurance coverage reduces cost-consciousness 
on the part of consurrers. 

o Consurrers lack the requisite knowledge to enable them to 
becaiE aggressive, infonned purchasers of health care. 

These characteristics lead to substantial waste in terms of unnecessary 
hospitalization, excessive prescription of drugs, concentration on high 
cost solutions (in-patient vs. ambulatory care), and generally inhibit 
the ability of any one canponent of the health sector to inplement 
potentially cost-beneficial innovations. 
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C. ACI'ION ALTERNATIVES DISCUSSED DURING CDNFERENCE 

It was apparent to the Rapporteurs that there were several comron therres 
underlying the debate that took place throughout the Conference. 

o The current system of health care in the United States 
requires fund.a!rental structural refonn if there is to 
be any chance of containing cost without deterioration 
in the quantity or quality of services delivered. 

o Existing regulatory nechanisms are inadequate in and of 
themselves to meet the COll'plex derrands placed on the 
health sector and that those nechanisms which do exist 
are not used effectively. The question of whether this 
implies a need for more regulation or more competition 
was continually addressed but never resolved. 

o The Federal carrmi t:rrent to health care must not be reduced. 

The following paragraphs highlight the issues that were discussed during 
the Conference. Many suggestions were offered; either because of 
inadequate ti.Ire for discussion or serious differences of opinion, there 
was little group consensus on individual suggestions. We attenpt below 
to surnnarize those issues and major positions voiced. 

The Need for Structural Change in Health Care Deli very 

1. Consurrer Invol verrent 

There was considerable discussion and substantial agreerrent in 
principle that consurrers need to becorre better infonred and more 
active participants in any solution to inflation in the cost of 
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health care. Sare of the major issues discussed include the follow
ing: 

o Financial InvolveTIEilt. The trend away from direct financial 
involverrent of consumers through reduction of out-of-pocket 
expenses was identified by many of the conferees as a con
tributor to inflation. This is a complex issue and repre
sentatives of consurrer groups--especially the poor--resisted 
a number of suggestions that consurrers be made to share a 
larger burden of health care cost. Changes in first-dollar 
coverage and the tax treat:rrent of both insurance and medical 
expenses were discussed, without consensus, as approaches 
to raising the cost-consciousness of consumers and changing 
their purchasing practices. Deductibles were also discussed, 
and two positions errerged. The use of deductibles was seen 
to be incanpatible with the realities of the poor and v.uuld 
prevent the purchase of needed service. It was also suggested, 
however, that deductibles can serve to reduce unnecessary 
demands on the system. These views are not necessarily 
incanpatible, although the limited tiire for discussion 
prevented a thorough exploration of feasible approaches 
which might discourage unnecessary demands without penaliz-
ing the poor, the elderly, and others on fixed incares. 

o Consurrer Price Information. There was discussion concerning 
the need to inform consumers about prevailing prices and fees 
in general, as well as charges for specific services rendered. 
It was generally conceded that consurrers lack the information 
necessary to question the reasonableness of charges or to 
"shop" for the rrost cost-effective providers. It was noted, 
for exarrple, that the Federal Governrrent does not currently 
provide information to consurrers under Medicare concerning 
the extent to which charges for services are abnormal relative 
to prevailing charges in particular geographic areas. The 
paramount issue here is not regulation of prices but a search 
for sare rrethod of inducing a rrore aggressive, questioning 
stance on the part of consurrers. 

o Insurance Information. Because of the canplex and nonstan
dardized formats used to describe health insurance packages, 
rrost consumers cannot easily canpare the cost and benefits 
of alternative packages. It was suggested that the consurrer 
needs information, such as the portion of premiums paid out 
in benefits, administrative costs retained by insurance 
canpanies, significant exclusions, etc. 
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o Health Education. Consumers generally lack information that 
would allow them to know how best to use the health care 
system and what they should expect fran the system when they 
do use it. The conferees identified the need for information 
that would facilitate independent consumer decision making 
on when they should obtain service, the best entry point into 
the system, optional services available, and individual provider 
performance at least with regard to prices. 

2. Manpower 

o Health Ma.intenance Organizations. Many participants contended 
that history and performance of prepaid group practice in the 
United States strongly suggest that such an approach results 
in lower overall cost and at least comparable quality when 
compared with many other health care delivery settings. There 
is clearly no consensus that this delivery Irethod should 
replace all other forms. The expansion of the HMO program 
was urged by many conferees, with the recognition that many 
problems are yet to be solved for this premising approach. 

o Peer Review. The concept of Peer Review in general, and PSID 
rn part1cular, was discussed. There appeared to be substantial 
agree:rrent that PSROs should be expanded, al t.'l-}ough for different 
reasons. One group of conferees believed that this approach 
will lead to cost containirent by curtailino unnecessary hospitali
zation, surgical procedures, drug prescription, and so forth. 
Another group was unconvinced that PSIDs will contribute to cost 
reduction. Yet, they believed that PSIDs will be necessary to 
monitor and maintain quality which could easily become a victim 
of inflation and anti-inflationary policies aiired at containing 
costs. 

o Barriers to Productivity. Existing laws and reimbursement 
Irechanisms combine to discourage and/or prevent efficient and 
innovative Irethods fran being introduced. The expansion of 
nonphysician practitioners (e.g., nurse practitioners, 
physician assistants) is often inhibited by restrictive (or 
nonexistent) licensure laws and by reimbursement mechanisms 
that fail to provide for direct payment for the services of 
such practitioners. Concern was expressed by a number of 
conferees that, despite the potential for expanded productivity, 
there is a risk that the proliferation of new manpower 
specialities could become counterproductive, adding to the 
growth of cost through excessive specialization and fragmenta
tion of function. 
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o Priltlary Care Practice. The potential expansion in the number 
of pn.rnary care practitioners was discussed with two major 
viewpoints being expressed. On the one hand, it was noted 
that the introduction of primary care practitioners into 
Jredically underserved areas is fundamentally a rrethod for 
expanding access to health care. It would increase health 
care costs in such areas by virtue of the fact that rrore 
care whould be provided to the population. Alternatively, in 
areas in which specialists operate, it is believed that 
primary or family care practitioners can induce lo.ver cost. 
A requirement for service in Jredicall y underserved areas was 
discussed. 

o Information. It was suggested that there exists a need to 
improve and expand the flaw of information between the Federal 
C',overnment and providers in areas such as drug prices, quality 
and efficacy. Even outside the requlatory functions of 
agencies such as the Food and Drug Administration, providers 
need accurate and independent information if they are to be 
able to prescribe the most cost-effective drugs. 

o Defensive M:rlicine. 'Ihe practice of defensive rredicine was 
generally conceded to result in not only higher cost, but 
also higher potential risk to patients. Although the group 
at large agreed that sorre approach is needed to minimize the 
practice, there was no consensus on the rrethod. A malpractice 
insurance approach that focuses on compensation of the injured 
without regard to fault was raised without agreement by the 
conferees at large. 

3. Facilities 

o Prospective/Incentive Reimbursement. 'Ihe issue was addressed 
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as to whether prospective and/or incentive rei.rnbursement rrethods 
which have been experirrented with recently in the United States 
should receive further stress. 'Ihere appeared to be major 
agreement that prospective/incentive rei.rnbursement methods, 
which foster incentives for facilities to be more cost-conscious 
and place the burden of achieving efficiency on the provider 
institutions, (i.e. , total budget prospective rei.rnbursernent) 
should be implemented. 

o Replacerrent and Expansion. Given the "tight rroney" situation 
and the resultant higher costs of borro.ving, it was reccmrended 
in one panel that alternative means of financing new or replace
ment plant and equiprrent be established. Others felt that more 
facilities already exist than are needed in most communities, 
and therefore, they opposed making it "easier" for rrore 
facilities to be built. Furthermore, the current inflationary 
situation may tend to stimulate internal efficiencies and 
greater cooperation among institutions within a given geographic 
area to consolidate services. 



o Changes in Hospital Output. It was suggested that IIEasures must 
be developed to offset the expected reaction of hospitals during 
inflation to alter case mix, ration admissions according to 
ability to pay, and adjust service intensity. HCMever, no 
specific IIEasures were put forth to deal with this problem. 

o Quality of Care. The issue was raised as to whether the quality 
of care will be threatened as institutions are placed in a 
financial squeeze. This possibility led to a general consensus 
that IIEasures need to be developed to prevent providers from 
taking undesirable shortcuts in the provision of care. To the 
extent that PSROs are addressing this problem, their continued 
supfX>rt and expansion was recomnended. 

4. Financing 

o Insurance Benefit Packages. Since most insurance policies promote 
high cost solutions, such as covering inpatient care and not 
covering outpatient, it was suggested that the benefit packages 
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of all policies include equal coverage for ambulatory care, and 
thereby create incentives for utilization of less costly combina
tions of health care inputs (e.g. , preventive care, hOITE care, 
early screening, etc.). The proponents of catastrophic national 
health insurance proposals were willing to agree to the need for 
a package that allowed for the substitution of the least costly 
alternatives in the provision of care, but they nade their feel
ings clear that the point at which the insurance should start 
paying is not with first dollars, but rather onlv when catastrophic 
illnesses occur. 

o National Health Insurance. Discussion of whether the scope of 
benefits and target populations in the various national health 
insurance proposals should not be reassessed in light of t.l'le 
probable inflationary impact that any such proposals will have, 
created very errotional exchanges. After considerable debate, all 
that was agreed to was the fact that in the absence of any IIEan
ingful structural changes, the impact of any scheme for national 
health insurance will be to increase accessibility and to 
accentuate the demand for health care. Agreement was not reached 
as to the impact on supply. 

o HM)s. It was suggested, and generally agreed, that financing 
arrangements which are based on capitation payment arrangements 
should be encouraged. 

o Conflict of Interest. It was suggested that members of the _ 
governing boards in health care institutions disclose to the 
public their financial interests in order to insure that decisions 
regarding institutional operations and/or expansion are not nade 



or influenced by personal considerations, or to enhance their 
own personal positions in the corrmunity. Strong resent:Irent 
was expressed irrnediately by the representatives of the 
provider groups. 

Issues in Regulation and Planning 
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Underlying the entire discussion was a basic disagreement among the 
representatives as to the appropriate role for gove:r:nrrental intervention; 
many conferees supported the concept of public utility type intervention 
(i.e., controlling capacity and rates), while many others supported the 
need for rrore market-oriented fonns of intervention. This issue has 
significant ramifications, for if one chooses the "market approach," 
intervention should be of a market-perfecting nature (e.g., to irrprove 
consurrer knowledge, to rerrove artificial barriers). If the public 
utility approach is chosen, one must define "need" and take steps to assure 
that this "need" is rret. As can be expected, no agreement on this basic 
issue was reached, although a series of stimulating discussions took place 
around the specifics set forth below. 

The conferees first discussed the pros, cons, and experiences to date 
of various fonns of regulation and planning, specifically attempting to 
assess the long-run irrpact of al temati ve rrodels (e.g. , rate controls, 
physician fee schedules, certificate of need, etc.) on costs, quality, 
and quantity of services. The issue of at what level regulations should 
occur--Federal or State--was also addressed, with no resolution. 

"Jawboning" as a voluntary rrethod of restraint was felt not to be a viable 
option. 

It was suggested at one point that since rredical benefits are tied to the 
rate of inflation, while trust fund receipts are tied to wages, the 
adverse effects of current inflation on real wages result in an erosion 
of the incare and actuarial status of the trust fund for Medicare. The 
question was raised of whether we should, therefore, include in a package 
of anti -inflationary rreasures, an increase in those payroll taxes that 
are earmarked for trust funds, since such a rreasure would be anti
inflationary while also directly irrproving the ~ctuarial position of the 
funds. This irrnediately elicited strong feelings that such a policy 
would be both extremely regressive and place too much of an additional 
burden on law and middle incare families. 

o OVersight of Drug Prescription Practices. It was noted by 
many of the conferees that current drug prescription 
practices lead to excessive cost and unnecessary incidence 
of adverse drug reactions. It was suggested, and there was 
little discussion on this point, that the Federal gove:r:nrrent 
should institute an oversight function to rronitor physician 
drug prescription practices and to becare rrore aggressive in 
rerroving from the market drugs that are shown to be ineffec
tive or hazardous. 



o Administrative Burden of Federal Programs. A number of conferees 
stated that current regulations governing programs such as 
Medicare and Medicaid are unnecessarily complex and lead to 
excessive administrative costs by providers. It was suggested 
that a Federal effort should be initiated to review and question 
the benefits of the regulations and administrative paper work, 
and to retain only those requirements absolutely necessary to 
assure accountability and quality. 'Ihe observation was made 
during the conference that the Federal Goverrurent does not now 
use its current administrative authority to induce :rrore cost
consciousness on the part of providers. Specifically, one 
conferee noted that the 1972 Airendrrents to the Social Security 
Act penni t adoption of the prudent buyer concept under Medicare, 
and therefore, goverrurent should provide, or cause to be provided, 
to consumers information about actual charges in relation to 
"reasonable" costs prevailing in the area. 

o Wage and Price Controls. • 'Ihe issue of wage and price controls 
in a labor intensive industry is obviously a sensitive issue. 
It was acknowledged that the Econanic Stabilization Program did 
reduce the rate of increase in prices. 'Ihe surge of prices in 
recent :rronths, however, was attributed by many provider repre
sentitives to the fact that the health sector has been constrained 
without similar controls in other sectors of the economy, creating 
a tenporary post-control price bulge to occur in an attempt to 
"catch up. " 'Ihose conferees who suqgested the need for wage and 
price controls, and there were many who did, did so reluctantly. 
'Ihe inp:>si tion of controls was observed by many to be a poten- ~ 
tially necessary, short-tem expedient to contain costs until 
longer-tem solutions could begin to take effect. We must add, 
however, that there was no consensus on this issue and serious 
disagreement was voiced throughout the discussions. 
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D. RECCM1ENDATIONS 

The net result of the health sector meetings is that the conferees 
identified numerous and significant prcblems in the health care 
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industry which either exist as a result of, or are responsible for, 
increasing inflation in our econany, and then proceeded to formulate 
reccmnendations for action. The diversity of the organizations re
presented by the conferees, as well as the fact that papers were 
presented and discussion was conducted in the context of three separate 
subsector panels, contributed to the lack of widespread consensus on the 
recarmendations for action by government or private groups. The first 
of the recarnmendations set forth below is the only one which represents 
true consensus arrong the conferees. The remaining recatmendations 
reflect the views of a substantial m.nnber of conferees, with the proviso 
that strong dissenting opinions were often expressed. The presence of 
dissent is indicated by footnotes to the recorrmendations which outline 
the nature of such contrasting views. The following recarmendations 
did not necessarily emerge from all three bf the panel discussions, 
but they do represent the outcome of discussions in at least one of 
the panels: 

o Retention and strengthening of human services programs. 
Reduction of the Federal budget for health and other human 
service programs is an inappropriate action to take in the 
fight against inflation. If the Administration elects to 
adopt a strong anti -inflationary policy, the attendant increase 
in unanployment will increase not only the need, but also the 
demand for governmentally sponsored human services programs. 
For this reason, human services programs should be strengthened 
rather than reduced or eliminated. 

o Contairunent of operating costs. Operating costs in the health 
sector should be contained to as close to parity with increases 
in the Consumer Price Index as is possible.l 

1. Institutional providers went on record as opposed to the current DHEW 
practice of annualizing rronthly increases in mspital service charges 
which have occurred since the rem:>val of econanic controls in May 197 4. 
They expressed the view that the substantial 'Y :;e in daily service 
charges merely reflects a "catching up" phencm: .. i10n in the health sector 
which resulted from the Economic Stabilization Program, and that there 
is no reason to believe that recent increases will continue over the 
course of the next year. Consumers, on the other hand, supported the 
efforts of DHEW in making this inforrration available to the public. 



o Restructure reimburserrent. Reimbursement for health services 
must be restructured so as to encourage the developnent of 
payment mechanisms which contain rrarket incentives (e.g., 
prospective reimbursement on a total budget basis rather 
than on a line-iten basis). 

o Shift enphasis to ambulatory and preventive care. Encourage 
the use of ambulatory care and increase the emphasis on pre
ventive medicine through the restructuring of insurance 
benefit packages (e.g., prohibiting the issuance of health 
insurance policies which do not provide for ambulatory care 
coverage through changes in State laws regulating insurance) 
and the development of prepaid group practice. 

o Options for hospital payment. Passage of H.R. 13461, intro-
duced by Congresffilan. Wilbur Mills, which establishes options 
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for hospital payment for services rendered under programs 
established pursuant to Titles XVIII (Medicare) and XIX (Medicaid). 

o Consumer education. Initiate consumer education activities 
directed toward increasing consumer knowledge regarding what 
are realistic consumer expectations from the health care systen, 
particularly in the area of the efficacy of medical intervention. 

o Consumer infonnation. Provide consumers with infonnation on 
drug prices, physician's fees, and hospital service charges 
so that consumers can begin to make more infonned choices. 1 

o Change in HMJ law. Change the statutory definition of Health 
Maintenance Organizations in P.L. 93-222 in order to allow for 
more flexibility in assenbling benefit packages tailored to the 
needs and financial resources of particular population groups. 

1. Considerable skepticign regarding the advisability of this course of action 
emerged on the part of institutional providers and physicians; they 
expressed the fear that such information might tend to increase inflation 
by encouraging providers to narrow the range of fees charged and nove all 
fees up to the higher end of the scale. The view was also expressed that 
consumers do not usually "shop around" for physicians and hospitals and 
that the mere publication of fees and charges is unlikely to modify their 
behavior in this regard. 



o Adopt flexible regu1ations for PSROs and HMOs so that the 
quality of health care will not be diminished. Fonnulation 
by the Secretary of HEW, as rapidly as administratively 
feasible, of effective regulations pursuant to P.L. 92-603 
(the 1972 Social Security Amendments) and P.L. 93-222 (the 
Health Maintenance Organization Act); such regulations must 
be sufficiently flexible to stimulate accelerated experi
mentation with a wide variety of alternative delivery system 
approaches and must stress the need to exercise caution in 
promulgating standards for the assessment and assurance of 
the quality of health care so that rrodifications can be 
irrplerrented as the knowledge in this field develops. The 
quality of health care cannot be allowed to becorre a casualty 
of zealous efforts to contain costs in the health sector. 

o Monitor the irrpact of and contribution to inflation in the 
health care sector. To better stimulate effective voluntary 
action within a reasonable tirre frarre, there needs to be 
established as soon as possible a national program of on-going 
rronitoring, evaluation, and public disclosure of the irrpact 
of inflation on the health care sector. In addition, the 
contribution of the health care sector to the inflationary 
spiral should be docurrented and disseminated to the public. 
To the extent possible, such a program should make use of 
existing resources and :rrechanisms. A program to :rreet this 
need might, for exanple, involve the following steps: 
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1. The Council on Wage and Price Stabilization, with advice 
from the private sector, would rroni tor and evaluate 
health cost inflation trends in various COI'I'p)nents of the 
industry on an on-going basis. 

(a) Monitoring would camrence as soon as possible, 
using existing sources of health care price, cost, 
and statistical data--including data on the 
Medicare program compiled by fiscal inten"rediaries. 

(b) Health care price and cost trends for individual 
components of the industry would be rroni tored 
and evaluated with respect to specific geographical 
locales (i.e., by State and/or Standard Metro
politan Statistical Area). 

(c) Initial evaluation of inflationary trends would 
take place six rronths following the irrplerrentation 
of the rronitoring :rrechanism. The criteria for 



1. 
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evaluation ~uld be the general Consurrer Price 
Index for the locale in question, m:xlified as 
necessary to permit equitable consideration of 
unique factor input pressures over which providers 
have little control. 

(d) Pursuant to evaluation, the Council ~uld publicly 
report its findings, identifying those providers 
of health care whose price/cost performance is 
deficient. 

2. Health care providers ~uld be reviewed periodically, and 
interested parties (e.g. , Council representatives, 
third-party payers, and representatives of the pro
viders) ~uld meet to discuss problem areas and alter
nati ve courses of corrective action in cases of failure 
to achieve acceptable results. 

o Encourage C'OI'Cprehensi ve health planning. Canprehensi ve health 
planning coupled with regulatory J?OWers should be encouraged 
at the State and local levels as a rreans for cost contai.nm:mt 
and reduction in the duplication of facilities and services, 
particularly through innovative uses of certificate-of-need and 
rate setting rrechanisms. 

o Increase supply of primary care providers. The supply of such 
primary care providers as family practice physicians, physician 
assistants, and nurse practitioners should be increased. In 
particular, third-party reimburserrent for the services of non
physician providers should be encouraged. 

o Reconsideration of national health insurance. Proceed with the 
develo:prent of a national health insurance program, but rerrain 
cognizant of the potential inflationary i.rrpa.ct of increasing 
access and derrand if changes in supply and the reorganization 
of health care delivery are not simultaneously instituted. 

o Reconsideration of wage and price controls. As a shortrun 
measure, wage and price controls of a flexible nature could be 
reinstated .1 Many conferees stipulated, ho.vever, that such 
controls should not be applied only to the health sector. 
Voluntary restraint was viewed by rrost as unlikely to curb 
inflationary behavior, even in the short run. 

Representatives of a wide array of provider groups dissented from this 
view. 



Rapp::>rteurs: Michael T.iropane 
Se:IJta Mushkin 

A. INTRODUcriON 

II 

EDUCATION 

While the education conferees appreciated the opp::>rtunity 
to participate in the discussion of national anti-inflation 
p::>licies, they were concerned--sorre mildly, but sarre extrerrely-
that they were participating in a decision process where the 
major p::>licy directions of Federal budget cuts, continued 
tight rroney, and no other controls were already virtually de
cided. Accordingly, they wished the record to show that their 
attendance did not constitute agreerrent with, or even acquies
cence in, such decisions. 

B. DIAGNOSIS OF THE POOBLEM 

Inflation is not the Nation 1 s only compelling problem. Other 
problems are also acute, including the decay in the cities, the 
deterioration of the environment, and so forth. 

The root causes of inflation are structural and originate in 
part in past neglect of appropriate tax p::>licies. 

Psychological, p::>litical, and institutional forces are at work. 
These are sparked now by shortages in supplies of energy, 
food, and rretals. 

Educational expenditures have not contributed in any substantial 
way to the present inflation. To the contrary, education is 
in the long-run strongly anti-inflationary in its contribution 
to increased productivity in human skills and inproved techno
logies. Likewise, education 1 s current operations are not 
fueling inflation: higher education has been through a recent 
retrenclment; and in elerrentary and secondary education, wage 
increases have rroderated, and declining enrollrrents have led, 
rightly or wrongly, to reduced errployrrent opportunities for 
teachers. These factors exist in both public and private 
institutions. 

C. PRESCRIPTICNS 

The steps necessary to control inflation are not rronetary 
stringency nor fiscal p::>licy alone. Present inflationary forces 
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point first to directing gr<:Mth (at hare and abroad) of 
supplies of those comrodities in short supply. The means to 
this end are new incentives that 'WOuld change consumption 
patterns and reduce real incare so as to rrodify those 
consumption patterns further. A successful policy is ul ti
rnately one that induces a reduced demand for scarce materials 
by changing relative prices and by pe:rmitting real income 
to decline for the same purpose. Under present circum
stances, Federal budget cutting provides a blunt instrument 
of control, and one not likely to have a high yield. 

What is rrore, Federal budget cutting in education 'WOuld be 
rrost unfair to those citizens and children who need additional 
services rrost: the economically disadvantaged, the handi
capped, ethnic minorities, and adults (especially women) 
seeking new or irrproved skills and jobs. These individuals 
have already suffered rrost from rising inflation and unenploy
ment. (See Part IV for a fuller discussion of the effects of 
:inflation on particular groups. ) 

Federal programs in the past ten years have stimulated programs 
to help their education and their opportunities for enployment 
in the educational system---:- Under education cutbacks, they will 
suffer rrore from lost programs and lost jobs. 

Tax increases or refonns should not be ruled out. Taxation 
provides a far rrore flexible tool than expenditure control. 
New revenues, raised by progressive taxation, could provide 
needed "discretionary" funds with a balanced budget. 

Perhaps sare imagination could be applied to fonnulation of new 
fiscal rrethods, such as a saving-tax credit plan that 'WOuld be 
paid out later--in cash or in educational allowances-~en the 
econOIT\Y cools off. Likewise, sare consideration should be 
given to low interest loans to institutions or governments 
hurt by high interest rates. 
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Several conferees suggested that education, as a largely help
less victim of inflation, should support realistic, well
enforced wage and price controls. But others (notably the repre
sentatives of the AFI', who spoke also for the AFL-cro) expressed 
"unalterable" opposition to such policies--based on their 
adverse effect on real wages during Phase II. 

Education as a Tool for Dealing with Inflation 

The supply characteristics of education are favorable for 
fighting inflation. Education has unused or underused resources 
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that could contribute to the Nation's output, and by that 
higher output, reduce inflationary pressures. Basic quality 
improvements, such as smaller classes, could both add to employ
ment and boost productivity. Better educational services for 
the disadvantaged, handicapped, and etlmic minorities would 
hold a special promise of producing such improvements. 

This is possible without long-run demand induced inflationary 
consequences. Enrolllrents will be declining in elementary and 
secondary schools through the remainder of the decade; and higher 
education enrolllrents may decline substantially during the 1980s 
because of lack of demand for college trained persons. 

The Product Characteristics of Education Are Favorable for 
Dealing with Inflation Through Education 

Education can create skills, raise productivity and enlarge the 
Nation's output. 

Soire programs underway are designed to strengthen the capacity 
of education to perform in this way. 

Career education needs far rrore encouragement so that young 
persons leave school with work skills. The work study program 
in secondary schools could assist those young persons without 
other resources. 

The new Man}?(Mer and Training Program needs to be fully imple
mented--to train for new skills, to create rrore employability. 
It is an appealing countercyclical tool in a tiire of rising 
unemployrren.t. localities have not taken up the ball as was 
hoped. Also, colleges and universities must be encouraged to 
take up the President's challenge to involve workers in education. 
Higher education could profit by learning rrore intimately of 
the world of work, and workers gain by additional education. 
A structure to implement the President's speech is needed, not 
budget cutting. 

Also, in addition to its direct contribution to productivity, 
education has a broader function including both public service 
and research. The historical record on research and agricultural 
productivity is well known. But new research is needed to further 
develop this Nation's capacity to cope with food production, 
energy and so forth. A stable real growth of research support 
is needed. But demand exists for other services--education for 
the handicapped, nursery schooling, etc. In short, our supplies 
of teachers and facilities could be used to divert cons'l.llrer 
demand from goods in short supply, and create a market for existing 
school capacity. 



D. OI'HER ISSUES 

Education and Public Employment 

Educational institutions employ about 1/2 of the total 
number of State and local employees in the Nation. They 
could continue to do so, and they could absorb those who 
are newly trained releasing teachers for other professional 
tasks. Alternatively, funds proposed for public service 
employment could go to keep current employees facing layoff 
(e.g., teachers) employed. 

Education has already been hit hard by inflation. During 
the past years, larger shares of school budgets are going to 
gasoline, lighting, heating and similar costs, and interest 
rates have gone up; and teacher's salaries have declined in 
req.l tenns. 

But education is not blameless in the cost of living rise and 
greater efficiency could perhaps help damper inflation a 
little bit, but the list of possibilities shows haw small the 
effect would be: 

0 

0 

0 

use school facilities on a year-round basis to 
reduce capital costs; 

use school facilities as centers for the elderly, 
day care centers, and multi-use community centers; 
and 

improve higher education scheduling practices. 

E. CONCLUDING AcriON 

At the conclusion of their deliberation, the conferees (with 
the recorded dissent of the National Education Association) 
voted to reco:rrrrend the attached staterrent (see Part V) 
by Roger Heyns, President of the Arrerican Council of Education, 
to the attention of all Federal policy makers, as a constructive 
staterrent of their general senti.Irents. 
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III 

INCCME SECURITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES 

Rapporteurs: Philip Rutledge 
Irwin Garfinkel 
Felicity Skidmore 

The intent of the HEW Conference was specified as an open forum in 
which the participants could assess and discuss: 

(1) the inpact of inflation on the groups represented at 
the Conference; 

(2) their suggestions on ways in which inflation should be 
attacked; and 

(3) the appropriate goverrurental and private sector econanic 
policies to be followed. 

It was also specified that the problems identified and the recanm:mda
tions made \\Duld be accurately transmitted to the Surrmit Conference 
on inflation to be convened by the President and the Congress on 
September 27 and 28 . 

This docurrent surrmarizes both the spirit and the substance of the 
discussions with respect to Income Security and Social Services. 
Summarized here are the recommendations from two general sector dis
cussions, as well as the three sub-sector or panel discussions. 
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Before we move to the discussion of specific issues and reoommendations, 
we would like to note certain reservations expressed by participants 
as to the underlying nature of and motives for the Conference. 

First, we \\Duld note that there was a basic skepticism regarding the 
kind of report that \\Duld issue from the sector discussions. oould 
it be an HEW version of what was said? Who \\Duld write it? Was it 
in fact already drafted before the Conference took place? Tb those 
questions we can give a definitive answer. We three are responsible 
for this summary. Neither HEW nor Congressional staff contributed to 
its substance. 

The second apprehension voiced was that we were called together for 
the express purpose of recommending cuts in the HEW budget, with the 
hope that participants \\Duld be set against each other, fighting over 
the bones of the budget that was left and over which group was the 
"most" disadvantaged of the disadvantaged. 



The third, and final, general apprehension expressed was that no 
one would in fact listen to the report--or no one, at least, in a 
position of influence at the Sunmit on the 27th and 28th. The idea 
was expressed that participating in this rreeting also should have 
been representatives from other sectors of the econOII'!Y, including 
the business corrrnunity. Simply talking to ourselves would influence 
nothing and no one. 

In order to improve the possibility that the report will actually be 
read, -we have decided to keep it relatively short. Reccmrendations 
on which there was either major agreerrent or major debate are 
mentioned in the next two sections. 
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It will be obvious that we have not the space to do justice to the 
richness of the debate, nor include every point offered and every 
suggestion made. We wish to stress, hCJ'Wever, that the official record 
of the Conference (also available to the Sunmit conferees) will 
contain in full all the written papers submitted during the Conference. 
In these papers will be found many additional carefully formulated 
and explicitly spelled out reconm:mdations. The final report will 
also contain transcripts of all the sector and overview discussions, 
and the Depart:rrent retains tape-recordings of the panels. 

With those preliminary remarks, let us proceed to the substance of 
the sector discussion. 

A. THE POOR, THE MINORITIES, THE ElDERLY AND THE HANDICAPPED ARE 
THE MJST VUlNERABLE 'ID THE RAVAGES OF INFlATION AND ANTI
INFLATION POLICIES. THEREFORE, THEY SHOOLD BE PIDI'ECI'ED AND 
HELPED THE MJST. (See Part IV for additional discussion on the 
effects of inflation.) 

This major therre at the sector rreetings, set early in the first 
general session and reiterated throughout all the discussions, 
was that the people HEW was designed to serve are the rrost 
vulnerable to the ravages of inflation. A top priority of 
Federal policy, therefore, should be to protect them so that they 
will not be the major casualties of either inflation itself, or 
the war against inflation. Inflation has hurt the poor rrost; 
social policy should help them the rrost. 

There was practically universal agreerrent that the current 
econanic situation features, in addition to prices that are 
rising ever rrore rapidly, a sluggish econaf!Y with rising unerrploy
rrent. Unerrployrrent affects persons with marginal jobs and 
inCO!re first and hardest. The last hired and the first fired 
are the poor, the minorities, the unskilled. National econanic 
policy to fight inflation should not make worse the conditions 
of those already least -well off. 



There was also nni versal agreerrent that the prices that are 
rising the nost are prices of necessities, including bread, 
rice, sugar, hamburger, fuel and light. These necessities are 
proportionately nore linportant in the budge~ of the poor than 
the rest of society. Those whose expenditures include few 
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luxuries in the first place have no fat to trim from their budgets. 
As one participant put it, "cutting out steak, champagne and 
caviar is not to be carpared with having to eat dog food, and 
finally the dog." Another participant asserted that with utility 
prices increasing so rapidly, poor families who are nnable to 
get errergency assistance are living with no heat and light 
because public utility companies do not differentiate anong 
reasons for nonpayrrent. If they nove and change their narres, the 
utili ties are turned on. When nnable to pay again the lights 
and heat go off; they are forced to nove and change identity once 
nore. 

As the poor suffer nore from inflation, and as inflation continues, 
there is no alternative, especially in the human resources area, 
to increasing Federal spending. There was rrajor agreerrent with 
the view that it was nore correct to say that inflation increases 
governrrent spending rather than that governrrent spending increases 
inflation. As nore people lose alternative sources of inc:x:::rre, 
the transfer programs will increase in size. As prices of necessi
ties rise, governrrent programs will increase their costs for the 
sane level of real output, even if they do not increase their 
services with the increased need. 

The sector participants ove:rwhelmingly rejected the contention of 
the Administration that $5 billion should be cut out of the $300 
billion Federal budget to reduce inflation. The consensus was 
that inflation was a phony reason for advocating such a C1,lt. A 
cut of that relative rragnitude would have a miniscule effect on 
the rate of price increases. Any effect it would have on the 
econaf!Y would be in the wrong direction--nore nnenployrrent for 
the vulnerable. 

There was no disagreerrent with the view that HEW programs, like 
other programs both inside and outside governrrent, should be 
scrutinized for cost saving and efficiency enhancing features. 
But the view was rejected as making no sense at all that human 
resource programs should be singled out at this tine for particular 
scrutiny. 

It was agreed, then, that the poor are the nost vulnerable to 
inflation and that they must therefore be protected against the 
ravages of further inflation and connter-inflationary rreasures. 



The major recorrrcendations with respect to how to protect them 
are summarized in the next section. 

B. THE INCXME SUPPORI' SYSTEM MUST BE STRENGI'HENED AS PRCY.I'EX:TION 
AGAINST INFLATION OR ANTI-INFlATION MEASURES. 

Two facets of this issue surfaced in the discussion: First, 
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that there were gaps in the system which left sorre people in need 
not eligible for any incorre support program; and second that many 
of the programs now in operation have benefit provisions that 
make them inadequate as protections against inflation or anti
inflation rreasures. 

The major absolute gap in this system was found to exist with 
regard to the so-called working poor--people in low-incorre intact 
two-parent families or single persons without dependents who 
depend entirely on earnings for their income. 

r-1any people in this group are already unenployed or underenployed. 
As the economy gets weaker rrore will lose their jobs. Vbrk will 
be hard to find and many of them will not have had the kind of 
labor-market experience which makes them eligible for Unenployrrent 
Insurance. Even if they are, benefits from these programs have 
tirre limits on them. They are generally not eligible for federally 
funded cash assistance programs; the AFOC-UF program is their only 
major option. But this program operates in less than half the 
States, and its eligibility provisions are so restrictive that only 
sorrething over 100,000 families participate at any one tirre. 
For those that continue to be able to find some work, as prices 
rise, as rroney (though not real) wages rise and if tax legislation 
remains the same, they will probably face increased taxes even as 
the purchasing power of their earnings is decreasing. They are 
eligible for the Food Starrp program, but the current participation 
rate in that program is only about 35 percent of those eligible. 

The major far-reaching reform suggested for this group, widely 
though not universally supported by the Conference, was sorre form 
of a negative incorre tax. Such a system would have as eligibility 
requirerrents si.rrply income level and family size. Many suggestions 
were made as to the need to integrate such a program into the 
transfer system, and one panel suggested that this Conference be 
used as the occasion to make another push on this point. The point 
was made that we have had study groups, corrmissions, and confer
ences recorrrcend such steps before. We have had Federal legislation 
pass the House and corre close to passage in the Senate. But these 
efforts failed. 



The reasons given in the past for such a step have been: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

to i.rrprove the ccrnprehensi veness of the transfer 
system; 

to provide better integration of the various parts 
of the transfer system; 

to i.rrprove the work incentive structure and 
rerrove tax rate discontinuities; and 

to cash out most in-kind transfers. 

These objectives ~ve obviously never. seemed sufficiently impor
tant to secure passage of such legislation. But the current 
econcmic situation has added a fifth compelling reason. We dis
cover for rrany families--particularly the working poor--that we 
have no system which autanaticall y cushions incare losses from 
unemployrrent. The Administration was therefore urged by rrany to 
to take another look. 

The discussion did not stop there, however. The point was force
fully rrade that these persons and others need help now. That 
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we must not wait for the perfect system before we rrake feasible 
irmediate i.rrproverrents in the parts of the system that are already 
operating. We must not allow the government to seize a long-run 
reCOI'llrei1dation as an excuse for not acting now. The following 
irmediate i.rrproverrents were strongly endorsed by almost all partici
pants at the Conference. 

1. There must be tax changes at the low end of the tax scale. 
One widely supported suggestion was that tax rebates be 
instituted up to $6,000 or $7,000 a year, as in a bill now 
pending before Congress. Another was that a refundable tax 
credit be substituted for the personal exemptions in the 
positive incare tax. This would rrake the incorre tax system 
more progressive at no net cost to the government and would 
serve to offset somewhat the regressive effects of the 
payroll tax. 

2. The benefits of all the current transfer programs should be 
indexed to hold beneficiaries harmless against rising prices. 
This :rreans that provisions should be added that specify that 
as prices rise, benefits rise proportionately. In connection 
with this reCOI'llrei1dation, three things were particularly 
stressed. First, that the AFOC program, on which most poor 
children depend, has no price correcting feature built into 
it. The feeling was expressed that this was not an acci
dental oversight on the part of the Federal government, that 
this is not one of their favored programs. In the recent 
rapid inflation, AFOC benefit levels have lagg-ed signifi-



cantly behind prices. It was noted that the develop
nent of children, unlike physical capital, will not 
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wait for deferred expenditures; it was further noted that 
trying to correct the damage as adults will require 
expenditures many tines greater. It was therefore 
recommended that AFDC benefits have a price correction 
feature built into them imrediately. Unlike AFDC, the 
SSI program does have an indexation feature in its 
Federal portion. A major omission, however, is that the 
State supplerrentation part of SSI is not currently indexed. 
Imrediate indexation was recommended in this area too. 

The second point brought out with respect to automa.tic 
adjustment for price increases is that the Consumer Price 
Index (CPI) is an inadequate yardstick for such corrections. 
The CPI is basically a middle-class market basket of goods. 
The poor spend proportionately more on necessities than 
the nonpoor. Necessities are increasing in price faster 
than other prices. Prices faced by the poor since 1971 have 
on average been rising one-fifth more than for the nonpoor, 
by HEW's own calculation. A price index for the poor 
should therefore be developed. The point was stressed, 
again, however, that this should not be taken as an excuse 
for failure to irrplerrent inlrediate indexation--using the 
CPI because it is better than nothing--of AFDC and State 
supplements to SSI. · 

The third point made about cost-of-living adjustments was 
that one annual adjustment every year is inadequate. A 
current rates of price increases, people cannot wait for a 
two-digit percent price increase to take place in the 
market before their benefits increase. The suggestion was 
made that these take place quarterly at the very least. 

3. Every effort should be made by rreans of out-reach infor
mational programs to increase participation in the Food 
Stanp program and SSI. The participation of those eligible 
for food stanps is only 35 percent, and for SSI it is not 
much more than 50 percent. The Federal out-reach efforts 
have been minimal for SSI and virtually nonexistent for 
food stanps. Certain private agencies are trying, but the 
funds are not available to do an effective job. 



4. 

5. 

In connection with food stamps, there also was over
whelming support for the recamendation that they be 
cashed-out, that is, that people be given the full equiva
lent of the stamp value in rroney. This v.x:>uld not only 
rrean sare added hman dignity in the market place; it 
v.x:>uld also mean increased flexibility in the ways the poor 
can spend the rroney. One caveat, however, was mentioned. 
The cashing-eut process should not be allowed to 
becorre a cover under which the Administration could 
reduce the full value of the transfer. It was also 
cautioned by one participant that the cashing-out pro
process could well lead to substantial increases in 
program cost as rrore people take advantage of their right 
to participate, and that these costs should be calculated 
in order to prepare for the change. 

I:rrmediate irrproverrents should be made in the provisions 
of unerrploymant insurance and v.x:>rknen' s coopensation. 
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The duration of benefits should be increased, the waiting 
period and eligibility restrictions relaxed. The provisions 
regarding duration of benefits, eligibility criteria, 
waiting period and other regulations should be federalized, 
so that certain minimum standards are enforced and so that 
the program is unifo:rm throughout the country. 

With respect to the SSI program, in addition to the index
ation issue mentioned earlier, it was recamended by many 
that the inc::orre floor be raised frcm $146 a rronth. Sorre 
suggested raising it to $200 a rronth, to allow recipients 
to reach at least the poverty level. It was also suggested 
that certain HEW regulations which irrpact on the SSI popu
lation should be revised so they will not v.x:>rk at cross
purposes. One exarrple given was that currently SSI benefits 
are reduced by one-third for children who live with their 
parents. This encourages the rroverrent of children frcm 
their holres into institutions, while National policy should 
be just the opposite. It was also suggested that giving tax 
credits for supporting dependent children, the elderly, and 
the handicapped in the hoire might be an alternative way of 
addressing this problem. 

Another widely endorsed major new strategy for protecting 
the v.x:>rking poor was the i.rrrrediate institution of a large
scale public errployment program. It was reaorrrrended by 
many that a program to create up to a million public service 
jobs be set in notion i.mrediately. The argurrents in favor 
of this strategy were: · 



(a) the oft-stated point ~t the current inflation 
is accompanied by a slack labor market and a 
rising unemployment rate that hits the poor 
unskilled worker first and hardest; 

(b) there are many worthwhile projects in the social 
interest which are not now being done and which 
unskilled people could effectively do; and 

(c) that having a job for those physically able to 
work is an indispensable part of human dignity. 

It was noted that the alcohol problem for Indian tribes 
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is directly related to their frightening unemployment 
levels. One tribe has had the experience of being able to 
reduce their unemployment from 64 percent to 23 percent 
(although the current situation is sending it back up 
again) with the result of a major decrease in the incidence 
of alcohol abuse. 

Although a majority of participants favored a strategy of 
public service jobs, however, many opposed such a large
scale creation in the current economic situation. The 
argurrents against it were several. 

(a) The total number of jobs would not increase 
by nearly as much as the number of public 
employment jobs because sorre jobs in the 
private sector would be eliminated by di
version of public funds to the new job 
program, and sorre State and local jobs would 
be perforrred by the new public employment 
employees. 

(b) Any new jobs that would appear would be a 
very expensive way of getting spending power 
to the poor when ccmpared with sirrpl y in
creasing cash assistance. 

(c) Public employment may well be an appropriate 
part of a cornprehensi ve long-tenn incorre 
support strategy, but it can only be effective 
in economic conditions when the basic labor 
market is tight, when rrost of the skilled 
labor market ready workers are already in jobs. 
As long as these workers are also looking for 
jobs, the people least able to compete in 
the labor market will not have a chance at the 
public service jobs in any case. 
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6. There was wide-spread agreement that Income Security programs, 
including unemployrrent insurance, should either be federalized 
or administered under Federal standards. Social Services, 
however, should be administered by the States and localities, 
with at least the current level of Federal financial partici
pation continued. 

It was also observed by the Conference that social services 
for dependent groups under the Social Security Act are currently 
in a state of disarray, due in large part to rnisconcei ved 
Federal regulations designed to correct past abuses and 
mismanagement. Neither the Federal governm:mt, nor the 
States, nor the localities could administer social services 
effectively under current Federal requirements. 

Vocational rehabilitation was pointed to as one social service 
which returns an invest:rrent of as high as 14 to 1 on the 
dollars invested. ·The goal should be to irrprove the cost
effectiveness of all Social Services by establishing definite 
rreasurable goals, rather than to cut budgets for them. 

It was also pointed out that national health insurance could 
provide valuable underpinning to a comprehensive program of 
inccme security and social services. But cost controls in the 
health care industry should be instituted imnediately. (See 
Part I for a fuller discussion of this issue.} 

These, then, were the major recat~rendations that surfaced at 
the Conference for protecting the most vulnerable in society 
from further ravages of inflation and anti-inflation strategies. 
In addition, there was much discussion of alternative strategies 
for fighting inflation. To these alternatives we now turn. 

C. ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES FOR COMBATING INFlATION 

As rrentioned above, there was unanirrous rejection of the view that 
cutting social programs for the poor, the elder 1 y, and the handi
capped was an appropriate response to the inflation problem. There 
were widespread and repeated expressions that cutting $5 billion 
from a $305 billion budget would have relatively little irrpact on 
U.S. inflation given the worldwide price spiral. The point was 
made further that government spending has not recently been rising 
in real terms, and cannot be used to explain the inflation. The 
dollar rise has been in response to inflation. Thus, governm:mt 
spending cannot autanatically be fingered as the villain. The 
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point was made that recaTID2Ildations for cuts· in social programs do 
not contain assessments of the costs that might accrue to society 
fran those cuts. A specific example given was New York City's fear 
every sumner that funds will not be forthcaning for job programs to 
take teenagers off the street during school vacation. Calculations 
are not made of the possible social costs of destructive activities, 
or lost human potential through lack of use, that might be forth
caning as human service programs are cut. 

It was strongly suggested that human service programs not be cut. 
Moreover, it was suggested that a social inpact study similar to 
the current environrrental inpact study be made of the consequences 
of initiating new programs as well as of cutting old ones. This 
should be part of a larger strategy of developing and utilizing 
social indicators to measure the quality of rural and urban life. 

If, ho.vever, a decision is made that the Federal budget has to be 
brought closer into balance, several alternatives were suggested. 

1. The vast majority of participants felt that, in order to 
balance the budget incare taxes should be raised, based on 
ability to pay. There was nearly universal agreement that all 
the easily identifiable tax loopholes and wasteful tax sub
sidies should be eliminated. (The estimates of how much 
revenue such actions would yield ranged as high as $80 billion.) 
There was wide agreernent that taxes could well be raised for 
those earning $15,000 a year and above. In addition, there 
was a general consensus that corporate taxes should be raised-
one man quoting the case of a year in which, as an errployee of 
a carpany, he had paid rrore in personal incare tax than the 
entire canpany had paid in corporate taxes. 

2. A second recaTID2Ildation, widely supported, was that interest 
rates should be cut. Not only would this relieve the hardship 
of the poor and the elder 1 y trying to secure rrortgages, it 
would also substantially relieve the cost burden on human 
service programs that need to borro.v for construction and 
other durable equiprent. It would thus enable the budgets of 
governrrent social programs to be cut without adversely affecting 
the level of service deli very. In addition, billions of dollars 
would be cut fran the Federal governrrent' s own interest obliga
tions (which Mr. 0' Neill's briefing sho.ved to be substantial 
and considered to be irreducible expenditures). 
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Finally, most businesses have to pay interest. At least part 
of those interest costs are passed on to the people, in the 
prices of the goods they buy. I..aver interest rates should 
thus reduce the upward pressure on prices. In the absence of 
a reduction in interest rates, the goveri'lllElt should make lCJr.o.T 
interest rnortga~e loans available to la.v- and middle-incare 
people. 

3. There was unanimous support in one panel for the reccmrendation 
that an investigation be instituted into the issue of adminis
tered prices. There is sane evidence that certain industries 
are taking advantage of the inflationary situation to raise 
their prices without regard to whether those increases are 
strictly necessary fran a cost point of view. One finn in the 
industry raises prices, the others follCJr.o.T suit, which does not 
constitute the overt collusion that the Justice Department 
requires before it can prosecute. The reccmrendation was that 
industry be required to shCJr.o.T evidence of cost necessity before 
pennitted to raise prices. 

4. Another reccmrendation that cane in for considerable discussion 
was the institution of wage/price controls. Many delegates 
were in favor of the re-institution of such controls, this 
time with vigorous enforcement. Another group of delegates 
were vigorously against them (particularly under the current 
administration) on the grounds that wages would be the only 
things effectively controlled. Errployers have every incentive 
to enforce wage controls and therefore they can be effective. 
To enforce price, profit, and rent controls effectively 
(e.g., without damaging the econany or strangling carpetition) 

would require the will (which is not apparent in this 
administration) plus an army of enforcers. 

5. Another suggestion enthusiastically endorsed was that other 
governrrent Depart:rrents (as well as HEW), plus the private 
sector be called upon to examine their budgets vigorously to 
prevent waste of dollars, energy, materials, and other scarce 
resources. Extravagent consunption and expenditure of scarce 
resources, which contributes to inflation, is as prevalent in 
the private sector as in the public. The Defense Department 
was singled out for particular censure--it being noted that 
at the Conference their budget was not broken out so that 
participants could see the difference between so-called 
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controllables and rmcontrollables. The conference callf,9 for 
such a break-out fran CMB representative Paul 0/Neill. -

6. A group of suggestions was made as to ways that HEW might save 
rroney on its programs without reducing the benefits and 
services to the people it serves. Certain of these had to do 
with administrative streamlining, reducing over laps, and 
irrproving coordination arrong similar programs. A major 
additional suggestion was that regulations be changed so that 
unexpended rronies did not autanatically have to be returned at 
the end of the fiscal year. The current practice leads to 
sudden spurts of rmanticipated and rmplanned spending which 
encourages waste. This general point led to discussion of a 
serious carplaint voiced by and on behalf of the State Admin
istrators of Federal programs that they have no voice in the 
allocation of budgets for the programs they must plan for and 
administer. And what is even rrore damaging fran the point of 
view of administering the service programs is that they often 
do not know what their budget is rmtil the end of the year to 
which the budget is supposed to be applied. The canbination 
of no input into the budget allocation process and no knCMl- A 
edge of what the appropriation is rmtil it is supposed to have W 
been spent militates against long-range budget planning. This 
in turn means that it is very hard for administrators to make 
contractual carmi t:Irents to the other agencies and contractors 
they must deal with, because they can never knCM whether they 
will, in fact, be able to keep those carmit:Irents. This leads 
to last-minute and therefore high-cost budgeting both on the 
part of the State agencies and the private agencies with which 
they must deal. 

In addition to the specific recarrnendations and the major thares to 
which they are related, which have been SU£11IIarized above, there 
were many other individual recc.:nm:mdations regarding specific 
target groups and pieces of legislation. We cannot, as we have 
said above, do justice to them here. They do, hCMever, appear 

y This was subsequently provided and mailed to all conference 
delegates. 
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in the taped record of the conference proceedings and in the 
prepared statements--both of which are part of the carplete confer
ence record. We urge that these also be given careful examination 
and consideration. 

D. COOCWSION 

The major therre of the Conference was the recognition that the poor 
and disadvantaged have been the rrost vulnerable to the ravages of 
inflation, and for that reason, the worst hurt. This led to the 
unanirrous reccmnendation that our incare support and social service 
systems must be strenthened and extended to protect those least 
able to protect thernsel ves frcm further hurt both frcm the infla
tion itself and frcm the policy steps that may be taken to fight 
that inflation. As one individual so eloquently put it: Inflation 
is a serious problem. It has been said that we're all in the same 
boat. We are all at sea: but sare of us are at sea in steamships, 
sare in yachts, sare in leaky ro.vboats, and sare are going down for 
the third tirre. 
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IV 

THE IMPACT OF INFlATION 

A. OVERVIEW 

Inflation poses an unequal burden upon those least able to make 
adjustments--the poor and those living on fixed incanes because: 

o the poor have lost a larger percentage of "real" purchasing 
power due to sharp increases in the prices of food, fuel, 
utilities, and housing; 

o increasing unerrployrrent has been particularly severe on the 
poor, especially for minority groups; 

0 jobs and wages available to minorities and lcm-skilled 
workers becane rrore vulnerable in tight job markets; 

o benefits in public assistance programs for families have not 
kept pace with inflation; and 

o the working poor are not eligible in many States for public 
assistance programs. 

The panel on elderly reached unanirrous agreerrent that the elderly 
feel the effect of inflation rrore severely than does any other 
segment of the population because they are living on fixed 
incomes and spend a greater proportion of their budget than does 
the general population on essential goods which have shCMn the 
highest rates of inflation--food, shelter, household expenses, 
and health care. 

The panel on handicapped concluded that, for many of our nation's 
20 million handicapped individuals, the inpact of inflation and 
possible resultant budget reductions finds them highly vulnerable. 
For them it is not an issue of driving a smaller car, but rather 
purchasing a wheelchair or getting to school. For them it is not 
an issue of eating less steak, but getting basic sustenance 
to survive. For them it is not an issue of taking continuing 
education courses in Macrame or flower arranging, but receiving 
the vocational training necessary to ·obtain a job. 
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The panel on children and youth concluded that programs to aid 
children and youth are not responsible for the inflation, but they 
are am:>ng its chief victims. Inadequate levels of funding in 
previous years are still less adequate in a severe inflationary 
period. The children of the poor, particularly minority group 
children, are the highest risk both fran inflation and fran att.E:rrpts 
to control inflation via reductions in funding for human resources . 

. B. IMPACT OF INFlATION ON THE EIDERLY 

Rapporteur: Bertha Adkins 

rmpact of Inflation 

There was unanirrous agreement on the part of the participants 
that the elderly feel the effect of inflation more severely than 
does any other segment of the population because they are 
living on fixed incares and spend a greater proportion of their 
budget than does the general population on essential goods which 
have shavn the highest rates of inflation--food, shelter, house
hold expenses, and health care. 

To illustrate the impact of inflation on older people, the 
following examples are offered. 

OVer 17% of the total population over 65 have incanes 
below the poverty level. 

Personal health care expenditures in Fiscal Year 1973 rose 
fastest for persons 65 or over--11.6% canpared with 7.6% 
and 9. 9% for younger persons. 

Medicare ~ret only 40% of the health bill of individuals 
65 and over. 

Food costs have risen by 59% since 1967, including a 24% 
increase in cost of food in 1973. 

The spiraling cost of operation and repair and maintenance 
of housing, and increase in property taxes, have forced 
older people out of their homes, or significantly increased 
the percent of older people's incare which is spent on 
housing. 



Because the problems of the elderly, although aggravated by 
inflation, are longstanding and continuous, our discussion 
and recommendations were addressed to solving same of these 
fundamental problems rather than solely to inflation. 

Recommendations for Action 

In~ 

Social Security 
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1. Improve retirement income protection for those persons 
under 65 who are ill, disabled, or cannot obtain errploymmt. 

a. pennit retirerrent under Social Security at age 60, 
but with less than a full actuarial reduction in 
benefits. 

b. shift to an occupational definition of disability for 
individuals 55 and over. 

2. Improvements in Social Security should be defrayed out of 
general revenue rather than higher payroll taxes. 

3. CPI adjustments in Social Security paymmts should be 
quarterly rather than annually. 

4. Housewives and mothers should be considered as self-employed 
and receive Social Security benefits. 

5. Incentives for later retirements should be built into the 
Social Security system (actuarially increased benefits). 

6. Veterans' benefits should not be reduced because of Social 
Security increases. 

7. No atterrpt should be made to delay cost-of-living adjustments 
in benefit programs. 

8. Provide for making a younger spouse eligible for Social 
Security benefits earlier. 

9. Eliminate the retirement test for Social Security. 

Other views - Do not eliminate the retirement test, as it would 
affect only about 10% of retired individuals, and would be 
inflationary. Instead, raise SSI benefit levels. 
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SSI 

1. Federal government should make a massive effort to get all 
eligibles on the roles. 

2. Supplemental Security Incane adjust:ment to reflect changes in 
the Consumer Price Index should be on a quarterly basis. 

3. SSI payment should be increased. 

4. Emergency assistance should be provided for under the SSI 
program. 

5. State supplements should be required to reflect increases in 
the cost of living. 

6. Procedure for applying for and receiving SSI should be made 
less difficult. 

Consumer Price Index 

There should be a separate Consumer Price Index reflecting the 
actual market basket practices of older people. 

Pensions 

1. Private pensions should include cost-of-living increases. 

2. Retired workers should be able to bargain with previous 
employers for pension increases and adjust:ments. 

3. Pensions should be adjusted to allCM the quality of living one 
had when he retired. 

Social Services 

1. Social services programs should not be reduced as a budget
cutting rreasure. 

2. The full authorization under Title VI of the Social Security 
Act and the service programs under the Older Airericans Act 
should have adequate appropriations made at once. 

3. The Title VII Nutrition Program should be expanded. 

4. Regulations for social service programs should be flexible 
enough to allCM for professional judgerrent of social workers. 
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5. There should be specification in the Revenue Sharing legisla
tion for earmarking of funds for the elderly. 

6. There should be a mechanism to insure linkage with social 
services in Social Security district offices, whereby refer
rals to social services could be made. 

7. S. 3153 should be enacted in order to provide adequate funding 
for social services and a clear policy on social services. 

8. Further consideration of developnent of one-step service 
centers should be made. 

9. All public assistance benefit programs affecting the elderly 
should be adjusted quarterly to reflect changes in Consurrer 
Price Index. 

10. A declaration of need procedure should be used to detennine 
incare and resources for social service and cash benefit 
programs such as SSI. 

11. Food Starrq;:>s should be issued autana.tically to Social Security 
and SSI beneficiaries along with their checks. 

Health Care 

1. Institute an immediate return to price controls in the 
health care industry. 

2. The following reforms will alleviate rising health care 
costs: 

better hospital managenent 

implementation of Professional Standards Review 
Organization network 

utilization control 

abandonrrent of cost-reimbursement payment method 

better utilization of health personnel 

3. Enact sate fonn of National Health Insurance which includes 
coverage for outpatient drugs and Intenrediate Care 
Facilities. 



4. Halt escalating rredical care costs by encouraging rather 
than discouraging alternatives to institutional care. 

5. Enforce the "rrost prudent buyer" concept in the law to 
control costs under Part A of Medicare. 
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6. Require carriers to infonn consurrers of "reasonable cost" 
principle under Medicare, and when physicians are charging 
above "reasonable cost" to enforce controls under Part B 
of Medicare. 

7. The tax exemption for the cost of health care, and particu
larly out-of-pocket expenses, should be liberalized. 

8. The quality of rredical care should be rna.intained through 
recertification, standards of practice, and improving the 
rna.ldistribution of physicians. 

9. Provision should be rna.de for rrore flexibility in use of 
health care funds, through encouragement of alternatives 
to institutionalization, encouragement of adult protective 
services. 

10. Eliminate deductibles and coinsurance liability. 

11. More funds should be rna.de available for care of individuals 
in nursing homes. 

Taxation 

1. There should be property tax relief for elderly homeowners 
and renters; 

incentives to States to offer relief; 

individual incc:>rre tax credit. 

2. Introduce income tax ref om so that there is equity in tax 
of the elderly. 

3. Eliminate income tax on a larger percentage of earnings for 
the poor, exempt the first $3,000 of earned income. 

4. Income tax credits should be rna.de on social security tax to 
alleviate the regressive nature of the payroll tax. 

5. Liberalize tax exemptions for the cost of health care, (out
of-pocket expenditures) . 



Housing 

1. Funds allocated for Section 202 housing for the elderly 
should be made available. 

2. Coordinate Section 202 implementation with new Section 8 
program to utilize fully the non-profit, voluntary sector 
for senior housing needs. 

Emplqyrrent 

1. Title IX of Older Americans Act authorization should be 
extended to insure that older people have employment 
opportunities. 

2. Mandatory retirement policies should be eliminated. 

3. Opportunities for second career training should be made 
available. 

4. Specific authorization should be provided for employment 
for the elderly under the Canprehensive Employment and 
Training Act program. 
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5. Ccmnuni ty service employment opportunities for older persons 
should be expanded through Federal, State, and local 
participation. 

Private Savings 

1. High-interest government bonds should be made available in 
small denaninations. 

2. Series E and H government bonds should be subject to cost-of
living adjustments in order to maintain purchasing power. 

3. "Constant purchasing power" bonds should be made available 
for small savers. 

General 

l. Programs for the aging, 
stationary for FY 1976, 
ITEet needs adequately. 
Arrericans Act) 

where budget requests remain 
should have increases in order to 
(Titles III and VII of the Older 

2. Expand the Federal revenue through tax refonn. 
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3. Do not cut funds for research in aging. 

4. Examine the priorities in the Federal budget--Defense budget 
should be cut rather than looking to HEW for program cuts to 
halt inflation. 

5. Assure that Revenue Sharing funds are used for the elderly by 
making a separate authorization for the elderly; do not use 
Revenue Sharing monies to replace service monies. 

6. Control food prices through: 

7. 

export controls 

control of speculation in the crnm:xiities market 

no barriers to foreign food imports 

Do not recreate a patchwork economic stabilization system 
which exampts big business and impacts heavily on older 
people. 
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C. IMPACT OF INFlATION ON THE POJR 

Rapporteur: Joan Miller 

General Views 

A number of groups expressed disagreement with the premise that 
inflation can be alleviated by cutting the Federal budget. That 
position did not rrean that no part of the budget shoul<:l be open to 
examination for possible revision and for possible changes to 
increase administrative efficiencies. 

The group was in agreement that programs providing direct payments 
to la.v-inCCire individuals and families, and programs to provide 
supportive services for those people, should not be reduced. It 
was' the consensus of the meeting that la.v-inCCire individuals are 
bearing a disproportionate share of the burden of inflation as 
detailed in the points folla.ving presented at the Inpact Session on 
the Poor. 

There was a call for a new "attitudinal posture" on the part of the 
administration t:avard the poor and a recognition that the poverty 
existing today reflects the failures of the system and of adminis
trations to deal effectively with the needs of all the people. 

Irrpa.ct of Inflation on the Poor, Including Minority Groups 

Inflation inposes an unequal burden upon those least able to make 
adjust:Irents-the poor and those living on fixed inCCires--because of 
the folla.ving reasons: 

1. The poor have lost a larger percentage of "real" purchasing 
power because of Sharp increases in the price of food, fuel, 
utilities, and housing. Since 1971, the prices of goods which 
predaninate in the budget of the poor have risen 23 percent, 
while the prices of goods purchased to a larger degree by 
other sectors of the population have risen 20 percent. The 
poor have no "cushion" in their budget. In 1972 and 1973, 
many were already eating low-cost staple foods. In 1973 
prices of these foods soared: white bread by 28 percent, 
potatoes 44 percent, flour 58 percent, rice 100 percent, and 
dried beans 103 percent. While the affluent may cut do.v:n on 
vacations, the poor cut out shoes, wann clothes, and health 
care for their children. 

2. Increasing unerrployrrent has been particularly severe on the 
poor, especially for minority groups. While the aggregate 
unemployment rate has edged up fran 4. 7 percent in August 1973 
to 5. 4 percent in August 197 4, the unercployrrent rate for teen
agers has risen fran 14. 3 percent to 16. 3 percent and the rate 
for non-fann laborers has risen fran 8. 4 to 10. 9% during the 
saire period. 



A number of organizations presented statistics on specific 
minority groups: 

-- Because of unemployment it was estimated that 54 
percent of non-white youth are in poverty. 

-- General unemployment has been coupled with a sharp 
increase in long tenn unemployment (15 weeks or :rrore) 
among black males from 105,000 in March 1973 to 
148,000 in March 1974. 

-- Another developnent has been the drop in black men aver 
16 years of age in the labor force from 76.5 percent 
in 1970 to 73.7 percent in 1972. 

-- Unemployment in the black ccnmuni ty may be as high as 
45 percent. This suggests that statistics on unemploy
ment may be badly distorted because of the large numbers 
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of black and other poor who are not actively seeking 
employment and are not counted in the published statistics. 

-- Black wanen are handicapped because of their lCM average 
wage--$5,150 for full time jobs in 1972. 

-- In 1974 about 34 percent of all black families are headed 
by wanen, a rise of 24 percent since 1965. The percentage 
of black wanen who were single increased from 41 percent 
in 1960 to 54 percent in 1973. 

-- Unemployment has been particularly severe on Indian re
servations. Many of the programs started by the Federal 
government to improve housing and other facilities have 
stopped. Even those ongoing have becane rrore costly 
because of inflation and the number of individuals em
ployed on projects has been reduced. Unemployment is as 
high as 50 percent on many reservations. Accurate statistics 
are not available because Indians in many cases are not in
cluded in the count. 

3. Jobs and wages available to minorities and lCM skilled workers 
becane rrore vulnerable in tight job markets. Minorities, youth, 
and the unskilled workers in many cases are the last hired and 
the first fired. They are generally non-union and are thus 
unable to exert effective economic power to secure sizable wage 
increases. Furthenrore, the poor do not have the skills necessary 
to adjust in a canpetitive job market. The end result may be loss 
of wages or static wages ·in periods of inflation coupled with high 
unemployment. 
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4. Benefits in public assistance programs for families have not 
kept pace with inflation. State administered ~lfare programs 
do not have cost of living escalators nor do they have require
ments to rreet minimum starrlards of adequacy. Statistics pre
sented indicate that during a period when food costs increased 
41.7 percent, the average welfare benefits per person per rronth, 
increased only 14.7 percent. At the sarre time that public welfare 
benefits were increasing by 14. 7 percent, other costs of the poor 
were also increasing--gas and electricity costs rose by 25.6 per
cent and fuel oil and coal costs by 75.4 percent. 

5. The ~rking poor is not eligible in nany States for public 
assistance programs. Many States do not choose to allow families 
in which there is an unemployed father to be eligible for AFOC. 
Therefore, in those cases where wages are very low or the father 
becanes unemployed he is not eligible for ~lfare. Unemployment 
canpensation is not indexed, is time limited, and is inadequate 
in many cases for large families. · 

Recamtendations 

The Inpact Session on the Poor was in agreement that irnrediate steps 
should be taken to reverse inflationary trends and the concanitant 
effects on the poor. There was concern that nany of the gains made 
by minority groups throughout the past 25 years had been reversed. 
One organization cited the abrupt cancellation .of 25 HEW minority 
projects in May 197 4 as an example of the lack of concern in dealing 
with the special problems of such groups. 

A fear was expressed that the administration may support the concept 
that increased unemployment may be necessary in the fight against 
inflation. If unemployment does increase, as predicted in the next 
several rronths, between 600,000 and 900,000 additional people will be 
added to the poverty population. · 

A number of recarnendations for lessening the irrpa.ct of inflation on 
the poor were discussed, sare with general consensus, sane with dis
agreement, and sare proposed by one organization. These are as 
follows: 

1. Increased use of Public Service Ehployment. The session was 
divided on its support of these programs. Sane participants 



felt that the only answer to large scale unemployment is an 
expansion of public service employment programs. The jobs 
should be socially useable, should include job training, 
and pay a liveable wage. Others questioned cutting the 
Federal budget, thereby causing unemployment, and then pro
viding Federal funds for public service employment. There 
was a feeling that public service jobs, unless carefully 
monitored, would merely substitute subsidized jobs for exist
ing jobs if it is of the scale that will make a significant 
difference in unemployment. Finally there was criticism of 
programs set up on a quick and generally inefficient basis 
and then abruptly terminated. 
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2. Reform of the Unanployrnent Insurance Program. The Unemployment 
Insurance Program should be indexed and integrated with other 
income support programs, including Public Service Employment 
if such a program is expanded. The States should be asked to 
increase unemployment insurance benefits, since many are low 
and the States have reserves in the unemployment funds. 

3. Cash-out of the FCXJd Stamp Program. Giving individuals and a 
families cash instead of fcx:xl coupons would eliminate many W 
administrative canplexities and costs. The cash out would pro-
vide the family with greater discretionary income which is basic 
to coping with inflation. It also would r€ffi0Ve the indignity 
attached by many to using coupons at grocery outlets. - Others 
expressed the view that if fcx:xl stamps are retained, the bonus 
value should be raised to reflect more accurately the current 
cost of a more reasonable fcx:xl budget. 

4. Improvenents in the AFOC program. The group felt that there 
either should be national standards of eligibility and a national 
floor (which should be indexed) for the AFOC program or there 
should be a unifonn national welfare payment. There was cri ti
cism of the Work Incentive Program which requires welfare re
cipients to actively seek work in order to receive welfare when 
there is such a scarcity of jobs and no money available for 
transportation and other costs incurred in making the job search. 

5. Regulatory changes to improve administrative and program effective
ness. Detailed and complicated regulations that are frequently 
changed add to program costs. This was viewed as particularly 
frustrating by State and local officials. Regulations should be 
accompanied by an economic impact study to be published with the 
regulations in advance of their adoption. As an example, the 
Wage and Hour Guidelines from the Deparbnent of labor recently 
published have an enonnous economic impact which has not as yet A 
been clearly determined. W 
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6. Program consolidation. Programs that have similar eligibility 
requirerents and operating procedures should be canbined for 
administrative simplicity and cost savings. For example, the 
AFOC program, the Medicaid, the SSI program, the social services 
program, and the Food Stamp program all deal with essentially 
the same populations, are administered by the same agencies, yet 
each may have differing rules. Not only does this add to admini
strative costs, it presents a formidable barrier to a potential 
recipient who has to cope with the separate eligibility require
ments. 

7. Tax Credit. Sane participants supported the concept of a tax 
credit or tax rebate as a method that would rrost simply dis
tribute to the poor wage earner either a percentage of his 
incane or a fixed amount up to a given incane level. This was 
viewed as a meru1s of offsetting the regressive features of 
social security and other payroll taxes. 

8. Tax reform. There was general agreanent that tax laws need 
reform to correct the loopholes under which many of the affluent 
pay low taxes. By reducing the percentage of tax paid by low 
incane individuals, or through the tax credit mentioned above, 
the purchasing power of poor people will be increased. There 
was criticism of subsidies to industry and of tax policies which 
allCM increased profits (believed to be used by the administration 
in its inflation. fighting program) at the expense of programs 
for low incane people. , 

9. Decrease in interest rates. The session encouraged the administra
tion to adopt policies which would decrease the interest rate for 
consumer purchases. Because of poor credit ratings and low incane, 
the poor individual is affected more adversely. High interest on 
rrortgage loans have made it impossible for rrost low incane fami
lies to own their own hares. · The participants felt that there 
should be changes in Federal banking regulations which would allow 
rrore hare rrortgage loans, with possibly a requirement that banks 
invest a certain percentage of their assets in low and middle in
cane housing loans. A review of credit laws relating to low in
cane individuals may be necessary to prevent abuses now prevalent. 

10. Reconsideration of wage and price controls. The participants 
were divided in their views on wage and price controls. There 
was sane feeling that wages had been suppressed in recent years 
and have not kept pace with consumer prices. There was also 
recognition that controls are temporary and that now the country 
is experiencing a period of increasing prices because of the lift
ing of controls. 
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Surnnary 

The recommendations of the session discussing the impact of inflation 
on the pcx:>r in general were not expansionary but were designed to 
emphasize that consumer accountability is not a viable option for 
the pcx:>r who have little or no disposable incane. Rather the adminis
tration should examine its priorities in funding programs that bene
fit other countries or programs for capital expenditures which can be 
delayed. It was agreed that inflation cannot be solved in a hurry, 
but at the same time the participants urged that programs not be cut 
without a strong understanding of the impact of such cuts and without 
a rational basis for detennining which programs should be reduced. 
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D. THE IMPACT OF INFlATION ON THE HANDICAPPED AND DISABLED 

Rapporteur: Fred Weintraub 

Impact of Inflation 

Handicapped individuals have been and continue to be the rrost 
abused and ill-treated minorities in our society. For many of our 
nation 1 s 20 million handicapped individuals the inpa.ct of inflation 
and possible resultant budget reductions finds them highly vulnerable. 
For them it is not an issue of driving a smaller car, but rather 
purchasing a wheelchair or getting to school. For them it is not 
an issue of eating less steak, but getting basic sustenance to 
survive. For them it is not an issue of taking continuing education 
courses in .Macrarre or flo.ver arranging, but receiving the vocational 
training necessary to obtain a job. 

Handicapped Arrericans, as do all Arrericans, suffer fran inflation 
but it is our belief, that they suffer disproportionally and that 
it must be the function of governrrent in periods of inflation and 
restrictive budgets to give priority attention to those highly 
vulnerable classes in society that are affected rrost by inflation. 

It is also important to note that it costs more for handicapped 
individuals and their families to merely survive than it does for 
other segrrents of our society. A blind individual rray have to 
spend as much as half of his incare to hire a reader. Parents of 
a handicapped child rray be forced to pay thousands of dollars for 
their child 1 s education where other children receive such educa
tion at no cost and as a rratter of course. A physically handicapped 
individual will have to purchase and sustain a costly autarobile, 
because of barriers which prevent utilization of public transpor
tation. A deaf individual has to bear the high costs of cannuni
cation devices far in excess of those incurred by his hearing peers. 
These are but a feN of the examples too numerous to :rrention. 

As a discriminated against population, the handicapped are just 
beginning to gain their right of access to ernployrrent, housing, 
education, health services, and other basic human enterprises. 
Ho.vever, as inflation in these rrajor systems spirals, the handi
capped will probably be the first to suffer since they are still 
perceived as having only marginal access to participation. 

Reducing or slo.ving dCMn the Federal role in aiding the handicapped 
will not help to fight inflation, but in fact the reverse rray be 
true. To withhold habilitation services will result in higher 
welfare costs. To fail to provide education will result in rrore 
institutionalization at costs rrany tirres greater. To cut back 



Federal sup{X>rt fran services that are constitutionally or 
statutorily required will merely pass those costs on to State 
and local governments. 
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If we were a society of equals, then the handicapped would be 
willing to bear their equal share of the fight against inflation. 
However, the handicapped are far fran having equal status or 
rreans in our society and thus will suffer greater hardships than 
non-handicapped Arrericans if they are asked to bear this burden 
on shoulders that have not yet been given the strength to rreet 
their awn needs. 

We reject the assumption that the only rreans the Federal govern
rrent has available to control the rate of inflation is to 
significantly freeze or reduce Federal budget expenditures. We 
urge that consideration be given to increased taxation, tax refonn 
and interest rate reduction as several alternatives arrong many 
that may be more equitable than solely a reduction in Federal 
spending. 

There are numerous ways participants noted that the Federal 
government could increase the efficiency of its present efforts 
and also reduce the negative impact of inflation on the handi
capped. SatE of these are briefly described below and more 
substantially discussed in the {X>sition papers submitted by 
delegates (contained in the Final Rerx>rt, and submitted separately 
to the Full Conference). 

Ways to Increase Efficiency and Reduce Negative ~ct of Inflation 

Management 

o Irrprove planning and coordination within and arrong Federal, 
State, and local governments and the private and voll.mtary 
sectors. 

o Respect and sup{X>rt the res{X>nsibili ties of State and local 
governments, by directing resources in a manner that enables 
them to provide the needed services without substantial 
bureaucratic procedures. 

o Establish strong performance goals and program standards 
and hold providers of services accountable for their 
attainrrent. 

o Establish price guidelines for goods and services unique to 
the handicapped (i.e., wheelchairs, braces, hearing aides, 
braillers, etc.) so that costs are limited to inflation 
and not exploitation. 
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o Provide services to handicapped individuals on the basis of 
what the individual needs in order to participate in major 
life activities (such as education, camrunication, health 
maintenance, Employment, rrobility, etc.), rather than on the 
basis of disability classification, military history, or 
gross econanic status. 

o Return to a rrore pay-as-you-go approach to Federal financing 
so that items such as construction, personnel training, and 
other Federal activities are financed on a current budgetary 
basis through grants rather than through subsidized interest 
or loan guarantees which sirrply inflate and provide uncontrol
lables for future budgets. 

o Haphazard reductions in Federal staffing to manage programs 
may in the long-run be costly to the public since they result 
in less efficient programming of resources and oversight to 
assure that resources are utilized as intended. 

o Reductions in spending for research may be budget saving for 
the present, but may sirrply delay solutions to critical 
problems that are nCM consuming even greater resources. HeM
ever, rrore stringent criteria should be required of applied 
research and derronstration efforts to assure that they are 
problem oriented, replicable and provide for efficient change 
in practice. 

o Insure the participation of the handicapped in all programs 
and services available to the non-handicapped that might be 
beneficial thus eliminating the' constant need for dependence 
on costly special delivery systems. 

Health and Mental Health 

o Invest in prevention of disability; the cost savings are 
obvious. 

o Eitphasize ear 1 y screening and diagnosis. 

o Insure the deli very of services at the onset of the handicap 
thus reducing its debilitating effect and habilitation costs. 

o Examine National Health Insurance plans to assure that the 
astronanical health costs incurred by handicapped individuals 
are rrore adequately covered than under private plans: for 
example, the failure of many private plans to cover "pre
existing conditions" and limitations on number of 
hospitalizations, days in the hospitals, or total dollar 
outlays. 
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o Consider better cost controls in the health fields either 
through price controls or greater consumer utilization review. 

o Establish and enforce standards for care and treatment in 
institutions. 

Education and Rehabilitation 

o Support and enforce Federal court orders reqtnr1ng States 
to educate all of their handicapped children. 

o Emphasize early childhood education programs; research has 
demonstrated that with special early childhood programs as 
many as 50 percent of our handicapped children may require 
little or no special education when they reach school age, 
a great cost saving to the public. 

o Irrprove employrrent capabilities by increasing career al terna
ti ves for handicapped individuals by requiring that handicapped 
individuals have access to the basic and special resources 
of vocational education, continuing education, and higher 
education. 

0 Sustain support for the training of education and rehabilita
tion personnel, particularly for personnel skilled in working 
with the rrost severely handicapped. 

o Facilitate the re-entry of handicapped individuals into 
vocational training programs when their skills becare obsolete 
or unmarketable. 

Employment 

a Enforce provisions in the Vocational Rehabilitation Amendments 
of 1973 which prohibit discrimination against the handicapped 
in employrrent under Federal contracts. Handicapped individuals 
capable of working should not be rrore highly unemployed than 
their non-handicapped peers. 

o Avoid policies which emphasize short tenn or "dead-end" jobs; 
rather give emphasis to rrore stable work opportunities. High 
employrrent turnover is costly to the employee, employer, 
and the public. 

o Explore the possibility of sheltered workshops receiving 
rrore contracts for goods and services under the Wagner 0 'Day 
Act. 

·e 
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Incane Maintenance 

o Re-examination of the definition of the handicapped under 
Supplerrental Security Incane to detennine if it is too narrow 
thus denying benefits to less severely handicapped indi vidua.ls 
now being forced off the job market because of inflation. 

o Insure that Supplerrental Security Incane payments are delivered 
prarptly. 

o Set national standards and guidelines for incare maintenance 
programs. Federal Supplanental Security Incane payments are 
below the poverty level. There must be a guaranteed level of 
at least $225 per rronth regardless of State participation. 
Expand indexing beyond cost of living to include such factors 
as assets, special needs, purchasing power, etc. 

o Examine the wage structure of sheltered workshops where 
individuals are paid according to piece rates and thus may be 
earning less than minimum wage but too much to qualify for 
Supplerrental Security Incare. 

Environrrental Barriers 

o Transportation is a major excess cost incurred by the handi
capped, because of the failure or refusal of public trans
portation systems to make it possible or pennit handicapped 
persons to use such systems. The Federal governrrent must 
require the end to such practices. 

o Availability of housing free of barriers and adapted to 
rreeting the needs of various handicapped groups is minimal or 
non-existent. For a handicapped individual without benefit of 
econany of scale to individually absorb such costs is impos
sible. The Federal governrrent in concert with the building 
industry and const~mer groups should design an approach to 
solving this problem. 

o Despite P.L. 90-480, public buildings are still constructed 
with architectural barriers which do not pennit access or 
utilization by handicapped individuals. Stronger enforcerrent 
must be mandated. 
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E. IMPACT OF INFlATION ON CHilDREN AND YOUTH 

Rapp::>rteur: Sandra Scarr-Salaptek 

Children and youth must not be sacrificed either to inflation or to 
its control. Participants in the inpact session on Children and 
Youth achieved consensus on this and several other :points: 

o Meeting the needs of children and youth is the nation' s best 
investm:mt in its future. Programs for children and youth
incltrling health programs, education, and essential social and 
rehabilitation services--will repay the nation's investment in 
children many times over. Such programs should be viewed in 
tenns of their value in minllnizing and prevention of future 
disability and dependency. Prevention of disease, disability, 
and dependency is a good investment, a cost-effective invest
rrent, in simple econanic tenns. 

· o Programs to aid children and youth are not res:ponsible for the 
inflation we are suffering, but they are anong its chief 
victims. Inadequate levels of funding in previous years are 
still less adequate in a severe inflationary period. In 
addition-and quite apart fran econanic considerations--simple 
equity requires that we increase, and at the vepr minimum 
maintain, an adequate level of funding for programs designed 
to alleviate the special problems of children and youth, 
particularly the :poor. 

o Meeting the needs of children cannot await the end of infla
tion. Many lost op:portunities to sup:port healthy developrent 
cannot be recovered later but lead instead to permanently 
hannful effects. Attempts at the rarediation of health, 
education, and other deficits are not only rrore costly but 
less effective than preventive care. 

o The children of the :poor, particularly minority group 
children, are at the highest risk both fran inflation and 
fran attempts to control inflation via reductions in funding 
for human resources. The :poor have borne the burden of 
inflation dis:por:portionately: They have suffered fran even 
higher rates of inflation in their budgets than higher 



incorre families~ they have fewer ways to cut their 
s:t=ending and fewer resources to fall back on. The 
children of the poor are already suffering and 
cannot be asked to endure still another reduction 
in the necessities of life--health care, education, 
nutrition, shelter, and essential services. 

o Participants agreed that the HEW budget should not 
be cut, that present level of funding for human ser
vice programs must be increased simply to maintain 
the current level of support, and that increases in 
the HEW budget are extremely desirable in light of 
tmmet human needs. Curtailment of the HEW budget in 
areas that affect children, the handicapped, the 
elderly and the poor are not likely to have an 
appreciable linpact on cutting inflation. Budget 
cuts will cos+- far rrore in the long run than they 
save. Such cuts would in fact be counter pro
ductive. One riot by unemployed youth will cost 
far rrore than the enployment of those same young 
people in municipal service jobs. Who can estimate 
the dollar and human costs of reduced day care 
services to working rrothers who must go on v.Blfare 
or of students who must give up educational plans, 
or of infants who are not adequately fed or of 
pregnant women who do not receive adequate 
prenatal care? 

o The session participants expressed strong support 
for tax reforms and tax increases upon middle arrl 
higher incame levels as the appropriate means of 
raising rroney to support health, education, and 
social service programs. A statement offered by 
one of the participants achieved general agreement 
on the nature of tax reforms: The elimination of 
reduced taxes on capital gains, of a ceiling on the 
social security tax base, of investment tax credits, 
of industrial subsidies, and of depletion 
allowances; the reduction of taxes for lower income 
people; and the enactment of excess profits tax on 
corporations. 
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o As inflation has reduced the effectiveness of 
Federal dollars in buying human services, so has it 
reduced the effects of private funding. Programs 
that depend upon private funding (e.g., tre United 
Funds) are hurt by the lessening of their buying 
I.XJWer. No relief is in sight. 

o The participants expressed a general concern that tre 
report of their session be transmitted in substance 
and in tone to the officials of :HEW and to the 
President. It is very important to note that they 
were unwilling to agree to any budget cuts for :HEW, 
and that they do not want their remarks to be 
construed in any way as support for any future 
Administration policy that includes retrenchments in 
htnnan resources programs. 

Crnlrents by the Participants 

In an open discussion of inflation and its effects on children, 
the part1cipants presented their views candidly and with 
strong feeling for children and youth. No one was satisfied 
with the status quo and certainly not with any reduction in :HEW 
services. 

One speaker noted that children did not cause inflation. Oil 
prices, the Soviet wheat deal, high interest rates and 
record profits for corporations did. Children and youth are 
not in tre labor force and must be protected fran roth tre 
effects of inflation and its potential cures. There is a 
skewed impact of infaltion on low incame families, in part 
because AFDC is not tied to increases in the cost of living and 
because the Consurrer Price Index is tied to middle class 
consumption. The impact of inflation on poor families is far 
w::>rse than the impact on the middle class. Planners for the 
econany must m=asure the potential benefits of rising interest 
rates and corporate profits against the losses for poor 
families and programs that serve htnnan needs. CUts in HEW 
programs leave children with no way to make up their losses. 
Foster h<::me and adoption losses cannot be made up. Children 
have to have what they need when trey need it. Therefore, 
those who set priorities in fighting inflation must take 
into account their impact on people, not just abstract 
econanic indices. 
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Another participant spoke of health care. The United States 
has too many infant rrortalities, especially among minority 
group rrenbers, too many handicapped people who could have 
been successfully treated as youngsters, too many chronic 
illnesses that go untreated. The working poor are hardest 
hit by inflation in health services. Preventive services 
are least available but rrost valuable in the health of 
children. There were 20, 000 infant malfo:rma.tions due to 
rubella in 1964. Tb prevent their anomalies would have cost 
$50, 000 in vaccine; to treat these handicapped children 
requires $140,000,000. Maternal and child health services 
are anong the best invesb'rents the goverrnnent can make in the 
future. Children are 40% of our population, 5% of our l::uiget, 
and 100% of our future. 

Services cannot be delivered to children alone. Children live 
in families who IIUlst be treated as a unit. Partial attacks 
on health care problems, one at a tirre, will not accxxrplish 
the goal of family health care, whether the problan is 
hypertension, sickle cell anemia, or birth defects. Family 
health care delivery IIUlSt be reorganized, especially for low 
incorre families. The rrost canprehensi ve national health 
insurance plan will not eliminate the need for sane 
categorical assistance because health care as presently 
constituted is not accessible to sane portions of the popu
lation. 

The elimination of abortion and abortion referral services 
from Medicaid was a recent disaster, according to another 
participant. CUrrently 220,000 to 250,000 abortions per 
year were paid by Medicaid. If all of these children were to 
receive assistance as they grew up, it would cost $450,000,000 
to $500, 000, 000 per year in AF·oc and other services. 

Many participants reiterated the conclusion that children of 
the poor have suffered unequally. The poor have already made 
sacrifices; they should not be asked to assume further 
hrrdens fran inflation or fran cuts in the Federal budget. 
An increase in the unerrployrrent rate of one per cent means 
950, 000 jobs. If the families of these workers are considered, 
3 to 4 million people are affected by a slight rise in unerrploy
rrent. The consequences of unerrployrrent are not just rronetary 
but psychological. Unerrployrnent rrost affects marginal 
errployees; i.e. , the poor and potential! y poor. 
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In New York State the average AFDC family is na.v 14% worse off 
than five years ago. In georgia, 10% worse off. The fact that 
AFDC incare is not tied to the cost of living :rrea.ns that, nation
wide, p:x:>r families have lost ground against inflation--ground 
that they can least afford to lose. Unerrployrrent, which figures 
5% to 6% nationally, is really 30% to 50% in urban ghetto areas 
and on Indian reservations. These are intolerable figures. One 
participant crnplim:mted HEW on the excellent background report 
it provided on incare and inflation, a report that supports many 
of these points. 

There was sare feeling that progress toward human equality and 
justice has d.iminished in the past few years. Great Society 
programs have been el.iminated and human needs given low priority. 
There seems to be no strong national ccmnitrrent to serve children 
and youth. In fact, we have no national policy on children and 
youth. Many children born in urban slums or in Appalachian areas 
are undernourished fran infancy; what have they to look to as the 
great pranise of America? Does this Administration care enough 
to make children and youth a higher priority for the future? 

In the education area, participants expressed great concern for 
the rising cost of education, especially in post-secondary schools. e 
Students are indeed a low incare group, hard hit by the current 
inflation. Not only are institutional costs rising, but extra
educational costs of housing, food, and gasoline affect students' 
ability to pay for an education, too. 

Local school personnel were thought by one participant to provide 
the best input to the use of Federal funds in education: Federal 
educational funds should be redirected to carmunities that really 
need them, and a focus should be given by local people who know 
the educational needs of the carmunity. Excellent teachers could 
be better retained in the nost needy schools if rreri t incentives, 
in the fonn of travel and training as well as noney, were available. 
Accountability should not be tied to student perfonnance but to 
teacher excellence, a hard perfonnance to maa.sure. Additional 
reccmrendations were: Special urban grants to alleviate the 
special burdens due to a high concentration of low- and fixed-incare 
families; career education that is responsive to real job oppor
tunities; a 12-nonth school calendar that makes good use of the 
facilities; creation of new jobs in educational services to hire 
the unemployed; and the inclusion of local school and carmuni ty 
people in all planning and iroplenentation decisions. 



Special concerns were voiced for Native Americans. The first 
Americans are always the last Americans to benefit from any 
prosperity. At the present time, Indians live in w:::>rse 
coooitions th:ln any other group. They simply cannot afford 
further neglect by the U.S. Goverrunent. CUts in HEW programs 
w:::>uld particularly affect the urgent welfare needs of Iooians. 
Even enall arrounts of npney for Iooian education have had a 
significant impact on problems. This is not the time to sacri
fice the small gains that have been made. 

In the field of delinquency prevention, little money has 
actually been spent on youths who were not already identified 
as offerrlers. The previous Administration was reluctant to 
make any fiscal commitments to delinquency prevention although 
the crimes cammitted by persons less than 18 account for 22 
percent of the crimes against people and property. Sixteen 
times more money is spent to stop delinquency than to prevent 
it. SCire of the funds proposed to build n.u new juvenile 
facilities could well be spent on prevention, if we care 
alx:>ut youth. 

Poverty was identified as a major force in family disorganiza
tion am juvenile delinquency. The w:::>rking poor are particular
ly vulnerable to the uncertainties of marginal employment am 
incane. The devastating effects of inabilities to pay the rent 
and utilities are visited on the children, who must change 
schools and even family names to escape rent am utility 
delinquencies. The disruption of family life am schooling are 
directly related to the rate of delinquency arrong poor 
children and youth. School leaving is correlated with 
delinquency in poor neighborhoods where a delinquent sub
culture flourishes. 

In conclusion, the group felt that the best economic policy 
w:::>uld include a continued, even increased, cammi tment to 
sperrling for vulnerable groups, such as the poor, children and 
youth, the handicapped, aOO' the elderly. These people 
simply cannot afford any reduction in services. Iooeed, they 
need far more than they have. The effects of inflation have 
already placed an unequal share of the burden on them; they 
should not be asked to sacrifice anything more. 
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Resolutions offered 

The following resolutions reflect the sense of the session. 
The rrenl::ers felt very strongly that to have an impact on the 
Administration they wanted to express a consensus on social 
:r:olicy. Their consensus is largely reflected in the follow
ing tv.D resolutions. Although they were not voted fonnally, 
they express the sentirrents voiced by many rrembers. The 
first was written by a participant and read to the group. 

" o We op:r:ose cutting the Federal budget in areas of 
health, education, and welfare and do not believe 
that such cuts will solve the problem of inflation; 

o The impact of inflation has had greater impact on 
the low-inco:rre disadvantaged than any others. 
Federal programs are needed to give additional help 
to these groups if there is to be true equality 
of sacrifice, · 

o The Federal budget should be brought into balance 
by long overdue tax reform programs to remove 
special tax shelters and loopholes--investment 
credit tax, capital gains, oil depletion, excess 
profit, and the elimination of a ceiling on the 
social security tax base, 

o Interest rates must be brought down--especially for 
high priority needs--modest homes and public 
construction to :rreet human needs. If the U.S. can 
lend noney to foreign countries und.er trade 
legislation at 6%, we can lend it to our own PJOr 
and middle incane citizens and to our deteriorating 
cities, 

o We op:r:ose those government :r:olicies which will 
increase unemploy:rrent--tight money and budget cuts-
since unemploy:rrent again throws the burden of 
sacrifice back to the working PJOr. " 
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The second resolution, offered by 22 social organizations in 
attendance at the conference, was read to the assembled rra:nbers of 
the entire conference in the rrorning session (see Part V) . It 
was introduced as an expression of the consensus of the Irrpact 
Session on Children and Youth members. 

o We do not believe that we will solve inflation by cutting the 
Federal budget. Anong the econanists who m=t with the President 
early in September, there was broad agreement that the Federal 
budget is not "the engine of inflation." · 

o The Federal budget must be considered jointly with State and 
local budgets. Since State and local budgets are in surplus 
there is no reasonable basis for reductions in Federal spending. 

o If the Federal budget is to be brought into balance, that 
should be done not through cuts in Federal expenditures, but 
by increasing Federal revenues through long overdue tax 
refonns by renoving special tax shelters and closing other 
loopholes. 

o It should be recognized that the $305 billion budget of the 
current fiscal year ending June 30, 1975 has already been 
eroded by increased costs of goods and services. This arrounts 
to a reduction of rrore than 10 percent in what our rroney can 
buy. 

o While we oppose cutting the Federal budget, that stand should 
not be taken to m=an that we think every Federal program and 
every Federal outlay is sacrosanct. Certainly all programs 
need to be examined. Of one thing we are sure, ha.vever; under 
no circumstances should funds for htmlail social services be 
reduced. 

o On rronetary policy: high interest rates have hurt small 
business consurrers, persons on fixed incares and those seeking 
to buy hares. We strongly urge that banks be required to 
allocate a portion of their funds for invest:Irent in housing at 
reasonable rates of interest. 

o If government policy to canbat inflation aggravates the 
unernployrrent situation and in the very near future fails to 
reverse inflationary trends we urge that: a broad public 
service program be instituted; that our unernployrrent canpen
sation system be strengthened; and that social security, 
welfare, and other incare maintenance programs be adjusted to 
take inflationary rates into account. Only through such 
accam:odations can we avoid the "detrinental effects" of 
whatever steps we take to canbat inflation. 
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RESOLUTIONS 
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RESOLUTION 1 

September 19, 1974 

Points of Agreement Among a Group of National Organizations 
Participating in the Conference on Health, 

Education, Income Security and Social Services 
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In responding to the issues set forth for consideration in the first 
invitation to the meeting with Mr. Weinberger, we find ourselves in agree
ment on these particular points: 

1. We do not believe that we will solve inflation by cutting the 
federal budget. Among the economists who met with the President 
early in September, there was broad agreement that the federal 
budget is not "the engine of inflation." 

2. The federal budget must be considered jointly with state and 
local budgets. Since state and local budgets are in surplus there 
is no reasonable basis for reductions in federal spending. 

3. If the federal budget is to be brought into balance that should 
be done not through cuts in federal expenditures, but by increasing 
federal revenues through long overdue tax reforms by removing special 
tax shelters and closing other loopholes. 

4. It should be recognized that the $305 billion budget of the 
current fiscal year ending June 30, 1975 has already been eroded by 
increased costs of goods and services. This amounts to a reduction 
of more than 10 per cent in what our money can buy. 

5. While we oppose cutting the federal budget, that stand should 
not be taken to mean that we think every federal program and every 
federal outlay is sacrosanct. Certainly all programs need to be 
examined. Of one thing we are sure, however; under no circumstances 
should funds for human social services be reduced. 

6. On monetary policy; high interest rates have hurt small business 
consumers, persons on fixed incomes and thsse seeking to buy homes. 
We strongly urge that banks be required to allocate a portion of 
their funds for investment in housing at reasonable rates of interest. 

7. If government policy to combat inflation aggravates the unemploy
ment situation and in the very near future fails to reverse 
inflationary trends we urge that: a broad public service program be 
instituted; that our unemployment compensation system be strengthened; 
and that social security, welfare, and other income maintenance 
programs be adjusted to take inflationary rates into account. Only 
through such accomodations can we avoid the "detrimental effects" 
of whatever steps we take to combat inflation. 



This statement represents a consensus among representatives of the 
following organizations: 

AFL-CIO 
American Association of Homes for the Aging 
American Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO 
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith 
Center for Community Change 
Child Welfare League 
Industrial Union Department, AFL-CIO 
League of Women Voters of the United States 
NMCP 
National Association of Social Workers 
National Council of Churches - Department of Social Justice 
National Conference of Catholic Charities 
National Council of Jewish Women 
National Student Lobby 
National Urban League 
National Conference on Social Welfare 
National Education Association 
National Association of Neighborhood Health Centers 
National Council of Senior Citizens 
NWRO 
SCLC 
Pacific/Asian Coalition 
Americans for Indian Opportunity 
National Organization for Women (NOW) 
National Council of Organizations for Children & Youth 
also 
Wilbur Cohen, President-Elect, American Public Welfare Association 

for further information: 
Marvin Caplan, Director, Washington office 
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights 

phone: 667-1780; 393-5581 



RESOLUTION 2 

STATEMENT PREPARED BY ROGER HEYNS 
PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN COUNCIL OF EDUCATION 

VOI'ED BY EDUCATION CONFEREES* 

This meeting occurs in the context of a national debate about inflation. 
Indeed it is a part of a formal process that terminates in a summit 
meeting at which various segrrents of the society will present its 
analysis and its views. It seems important that we state clearly (a) 
the .ilrpact of inflation on our enterprises, (b) our oontribution to the 
inflationary spiral, and (c) our unique role in any program of inflatio
nary control. 

No one here doubts that our well being is dependent on the health and 
growth of the economy. If it prospers we will prosper (although not, 
in the opinion of sare of us, proportionately). Therefore, we are 
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disposed to be sympathetic and cooperative to soundly conceived econanic 
programs that are directed toward this end. We are very concerned, however, 
with equity, particularly in the new terms: That the .ilrpact of rerredies 
be spread evenly and fairly distributed; and where this is not achievable, 
that there be compensatory programs to correct for these inequities. 

In the long-te:rm, we are apprehensive, that the i.mrediate .ilrpact not 
inflict permanent ha:rm on activities that are essential for our national 
long-run health. 

e The groups at the Pre-summit Conference are unique in several respects: 

1. They are not important sources of inflationary pressures. 

2. Their activities are not susceptible to oost reductions of the 
rragnitude that will .ilrpact heavily on rerredial efforts, although 
we share with all segrrents the obligation to be concerned about 
costs and productivity. 

3. Our indirect role in the total program of anti -inflationary 
rreasures is substantial. 

A. Our collective activities in the long-te:rm are anti
inflationary and deserve increased support and not re-
duction: -

- Trained h1..lffi3.I1 resources 
- Reduction of social oosts 
- Increased technology 

B. Our short te:rm invol verrent is that of countering the in
equities in the impact of inflation and anticipated 
inequities in the impact of inflation. In the anti
inflationary effort, the young, the aged, the handicapped, 
the poor have been and will be the rrajor victims. Given 
our recent history of social instability and the current 
distrust of goveJ:1'llrel1t, no thoughtful person can be 

* NEA dissent recorded. 



corrplacent about the social unrest, and its attendant 
costs that are predictable, if these inequities are not 
recognized and rerredies incorporated in the overall plan. 

It is not incumbent on us to cone with econanic solutions. I am not 
troubled by the fact that we haven't gotten a consensus about them. 

We do have the responsibility to: 

A. Sensitize the decision-makers about the serious consequences 
of gross application of large solutions and--here we are 
unique--to challenge the current dogma: 

(1) Imrediate need for a balanced Federal budget or cut out 
a significant area of decision-making about wages, profits, 
etc., that need attention; and 

(2) Tight money. 

B. Reintroduce into the array of options such concepts as (1) 
increase taxes (2) wage and price control. 

This reintroduction is not because we are convinced of the rreri ts but 
because we are concerned with the rigidity of the current problem-solving 
process. 

In sumnary, like all other groups that will be reporting, we are victims 
of inflation--only more so. Unlike other groups we are not directly 
casual, nor are we directly significant in rerrediaJ, programs. We are 
uniquely significant in being the key rrechanism for achieverrent of equity. 

Because of the heritage of most of us, we are uncomfortable if we appear 
to be an indistinguishable entity in a large number of self-interest 
groups, all of whom are innocent and all of whom need help, all of whom 
argue that helping them will solve the problem, and all of whom want the 
rerredies to apply particularly to others. 

Yet, I think their appearance is virtually inpossible to alter, even 
though we have tried to differentiate ourselves, and I think convincingly, 
and we should accept it. The total resolution is going to be eclectric, 
and will reflect economic, social, and political considerations. If 
wisdom and equity cone out of this, it will only be if we make our claims 
with intelligence and vigor. 

Prepared by: Roger Heyns 
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RESOLUTION 3 
September 19, 1974 

POJNTS OF AGREEMENT N-DNG A GROUP OF NATIONAL ORGANIZATIOOS 
PARI'ICIPATING IN THE CONFERENCE 00 HEALTH, 

EDUCATIOO, INCC»1E SECURITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES 

In responding to the issues set forth for consideration in the first 
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invitation to the meeting with Mr. Weinberger, we find ourselves in agree-

rrent on these particular points: 

o We do not believe that we will solve inflation by cutting the 

Federal budget. Arrong the economists who met with the President 

early in September, there was broad agreerrent that the Federal 

budget is not "the engine of inflation." 

o The Federal budget must be considered jointly with State and 

local budgets. Since State and local budgets are in surplus 

there is no reasonable basis for reductions in Federal spending. 

o If the Federal budget is to be brought into balance that should 

be done not through cuts in Federal expenditures, but by in-

creasing Federal revenues through long overdue tax refonns by 

removing special tax shelters and closing other loopholes. 

o It should be recognized that the $305 billion budget of the 

current fiscal year ending June 30, 1975 has already been eroded 

by increased costs of goods and services. This arcounts to a 

reduction of nore than 10 per cent in what our noney can buy. 

o While we oppose cutting the Federal budget, that stand should 

not be taken to mean that we think every Federal program and 

every Federal outlay is sacrosanct. Certainly all programs need 

to be examined. Of one thing we are sure, however: under no 

circumstances should funds for human social services be reduced. 
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o On rronetary policy: high interest rates have hurt small 

business oonsurrers, persons on fixed inccmes and those seeking 

to buy horres. We strongly urge that banks be required to allo-

cate a portion of their funds for investrrent in housing at 

reasonable rates of interest. 

o If govenment policy to oornbat inflation aggravates the unerrploy-

ment situation and in the very near future fails to reverse 

inflationary trends we urge that: a broad public service program 

be instituted; that our unerrploynent corrpensation system be 

strengthened; and that social security, welfare, and other 

inccme maintenance programs be adjusted to take inflationary 

rates into acoount. Only through such accarmodations can we 

avoid the "detrinental effects" of whatever steps we take to 

oornbat inflation. This statement represents a consensus anong 

representatives of the following organizations: 

~IO 

Arrericans for Indian Opportunity 
Arrerican Association of Hares for the Aging 
Arrerican Federation of Teachers (~IO) 
Anti -Defamation League of B 1 nai B 1 ri th 
Center for Ccmnunity Change 
Child Welfare League of Arrerica, Inc. 
Industrial Union Department, ~IO 
League of Wcm:m Voters of the U.S. 
NAACP 
National Association of Social Workers 
National Council of Churses - Depart:rrent of Social Justice 
National Conference of Catholic Charities 
National Council of Jewish Wcm:m 
National Council of Senior Citizens 
National Conference on Social Welfare 
National Education Association 

(More) 



National Student I.Dbby 
National Urban league 
National welfare Rights ~anization 
Southern. Christian leadership Conference 
Pacific/Asian Coalition 
Wilbur Cohen, President-Elect, Arrerican Public 

Welfare Association 
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Jl.rlith Helms, Executive Director, National Council 
of Organizations for Children and Youth 
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September 20, 1974 

RESOUJTION 

No evidence was presented at the Conference that Federal spending 

levels have been one of the major causes of high inflation over the 

past 18 rronths. Rather, the inadequacy of Federal health, education, 

and welfare expenditures have resulted in a deterioration of services 

to the pcx:>r and low-incorre groups, which is unjustified at any time 

and particularly undesirable during a period of rapid inflation. 

Poor and low-incorre persons are already making the major 

sacrifices in the present inflationary period. Thus, it is essential 

that funds for human services programs for pcx:>r and low-incorre persons 

be substantially increased. 

Any increase in the already too high unerrployrrent rate is a 

carpletely unacceptable approach to meeting the current inflationary 

period. 

We believe these objectives can be achieved without addint to 

inflation by an increase in Federal revenues to be accarplished through 

major tax refo:rm and through tax increases based on ability to pay. 

* * * 

(SIGNA'IORIES -- OVER) 

IDI'E: On September 20, 1974, the individuals listed indicated 
willingness to have their nanes associated with the above 
resolution, shorter than the one on page 67. Organizations 
or persons which signed the longer stat.e.trent (p. 67) are not 
repeated here. 



SIGNATORIES 

Bert Seidman, Director, Social Security Depart:rrent, ~IO 
Virginia M. Paulson, Arrerican Nurses Association 
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George Hardy, Int.l Pres., Service Employees Intl. Union (~IO) 
V.E. Reinhardt, Econanist, Princeton University 
Solaron Harge, Director, Consurrer Protection Assoc. of Cleveland, Ohio 
Ewald W. Busse, .M.C., Arrerican Geriatric Society 
Ethel Shanas, Gerontological Society 
Barney Sellers, National Health Council 
I.eda R. Judd, National Urban Coalition 
Tino Calabia, Asian Arrerican Caucus of Greater New York 
Gov. Robert E. Lewis, Pueblo of Zuni, New Mexico 
Rhoda H. Karpatkin, Consurrers Union of U.S., Inc. 
Elizabeth M. Boggs, as conferee 
Ellen Zawel, National Consurrers Congress 
JohnS. Prickett, Jr., as conferee (only) 
Jose A. Alvarez-de Choudene, M.C., Secretary of Health, Ccmrnnwealth of 

· Puerto Rico 
Frederick s. Jaffe, Vice President, Planned Parenthood Federation 
Sr.- Grace Marie Heltz, Ch. Board of Trustees, Catholic Hospital Association 
Mel Tonasket, President, National Congress of Arrerican Indians 
Robert M. Gettings, National Association of Coordinators of State Programs 

for the Mentally Retarded 
lDuise B. Gerrard, National Association of State Units on Aging 

(Personal and not necessarily organizational endorsement) 
Paul R. Nelsen, Chainnan, National Council of IDeal Welfare Administrators, 

Administrators (APWA) 
Hyman Bookbinder, Fo:rrrer Assistant Director, Office of Econanic Opportunity 
Richard L. Shortlidge, Jr., M .• D., Center for Hunan Resource Research, O.S.U. 
Edward J. Metzen, Arrerican Council on Consurrer Interests 
Inabel B. Lindsay, National Council on Aging 
Vernal G. Cave, M.D. National Medical Association 
David R. Williamson, Executive Director, National Paraplegic Foundation 
Aldred D. Surrberg, Associate Secretary, Arrerican Association of 

University Professors 
Daniel Ringelheim, New Jersey 
Arnold R. Mickelson (no organization listed) 
Walter L. Smart, National Federation of Settlements & Neighborhood Centers 
Charles B. Wood, (signing personally) 
Vivian W. Henderson (no organization listed) 
Charles Bensan (no organization listed) 
Dr. Will Antell, Chainnan, National AdVisory Council on Indian Education 
Mrs. Rosa G. Inclan (personal), Chainnan, National Advisory Council 

on Bilingual Education 
John P. Condon, President, National Alliance of Businessm:m 
Karen DeCrCM, President, National Organization of W<:mm (signing personally) 
Thorold S. Funk (personal position) 
Jerry Wurf, ACSCME (~IO) 

(t-t:>re) 
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Charline J. Birkins, President, Arrerican Public Welfare Association 
Marvin Caplan, Director, Leadership Conference on Civil Rights 
Mitchell Ginsberg, Dean, Colunbia University School of Social Work 
Hobart A. Burch, Executive Director, National Assembly of 

National Vol. Health & Social Welfare Organizations 
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Appendix 1 

THE CONFERENCE ON INFLATION ON HEALTH, 
EDUCATION, INCOME SECURITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES 

TIME 

7:45 - 8:30 a.m. 
Auditorium 

8:30- 9:00a.m. 
Auditorium 

9:00 - 10:00 a.m. 
Auditorium 

10:30- 11:30 a.m. 

5051 HEW North Building 
1134 F'OB 6 
Auditorium 

11:30 - 12:30 p.m. 

12:30 - UNTIL 

5051 HEW North Building 
Auditorium 

4131-37 HEW North Building 
3131-37 HEW North Building 

3:30- 5:30p.m. 

1131-37 HEW North Building 
5169 HEW North Building 
1409 FB 8 

3000 FOB 6 
1134 FOB 6 

AGENDA 

SEPTEMBER 19 

EVENT 

Registration - HEW North Building 

Welcome 
Conference Objectives 
Organization of the Day 

OVerview of Economic Issues 
Economic Outlook 
Federal Budget 

Sector OVerviews 

I - Health 
II - Education 

III - Income Security and Social Services 

Lunch (HEW cafeteria service available) 

The Impact of Inflation 

Panel - Elderly 
Panel- Poor (e.g., Migrants, Indians, 

Minorities) 
Panel - Handicapped/Disabled 
Panel - Children/Youth 

Sub-Sector Meetings 

I - Health: Panel A 
Panel B 
Panel C 

II - Education: Panel A 
Panel B 



TIME 

1331 HEW South Building 
1319 HEW South Building 
3065 HEW South Building 

6:00 - 7:30p.m. 

8:30 - 10:30 a.m. 

1131-37 HEW North Building 
5169 HEW North Building 
1409 FB 8 

3000 FOB 6 
1134 FOB 6 

1331 HEW South Building 
1319 HEW South Building 
3065 HEW South Building 

11:00 - NOON 

5051 HEW North Building 
1134 FOB 6 
Auditorium 
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AGENDA 

SEPTEMBER 19 (continued) 

EVENT 

III - Income Security and Social Services: 
Panel A 
Panel B 
Panel C 

Receptio.r, (Cash Bar) 

SEPTEMBER 20 

Sub-Sector Meetings 

I - Health: Panel A 
Panel B 
Panel C 

II - Education: Panel A 
Panel B 

III - Income Security and Social Services: 
Panel A 
Panel B 
Panel C 

Sector Summary Sessions 

I - Health 
II - Education 

III - Income Security and Social Services 
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NARRATIVE SUMMARY 

The Transportation Industry Conference on Inflation was held in 
Los Angeles on September 19-20, 1974, and attended by 70 key repre
sentatives of transportation management, labor and users. This 
conference produced significant consensus, together with some diversity 
of views, on a broad range of topics. Three major themes emerged. 
First, there was widespread recognition that transportation's major 
long-term contribution to fighting inflation is in achieving greater 
productivity. Second, and related to the first, particular attention 
should be directed to ensuring that governmental regulation of transpor
tation does not stand in the way of the goal of economic efficiency or fail 
reasonable cost-benefit tests. Third, the great interdependence between 
the energy sector and the transportation sector emphasizes the importance 
of energy conservation and lower energy prices as national goals in the 
overall fight against inflation. 

In addition, many participants expressed the belief that a successful 
battle against inflation will require a national sense of commitment and 
urgency. It will require restraint and cooperation by individuals, 
government, management and labor. It will also require an equitable 
distribution of the necessary sacrifices now so that all may share in the 
benefits of relative price stability in the future. 

* * * * 
There was general agreement that the Government should make every 
effort to reduce its own spending. Although some participants objected 
to precise expenditure targets, most favored holding Federal expenditures 
in fiscal 1975 to $300 billion. A number of participants expressed the view 
that any reductions in Federal spending should not be made at the expense 
of low-income, elderly and other disadvantaged elements of the society. 

Most participants favored a balanced Federal budget as soon as possible, 
and some suggested that balanced budgets or budget surpluses should be 
sought for the next several years. Some argued that a balanced budget 
would serve as a useful symbol of the Government's determination to 
fight inflation and would also reduce interest rates through lower demand 
for capital. 

(1) 



There was universal agreement that increased productivity in the provision 
of transportation services is the key contribution that transportation can 
make to help combat inflation. However, there was no consensus as to how 
the benefits of such productivity increases should be distributed among 
management, labor and transportation users. 

Widespread concern was expressed about the effects of economic regulation 
by all levels of government, although there were some dissenting opinions 
on this point. A number of participants recommended measures to increase 
competition and reliance on market forces in the transportation industry, 
including the pending Surface Transportation Act and more effective 
enforcement of anti-trust legislation. Several participants pointed to the 
problem of regulatory lags in obtaining rate increases to cover the rising 
costs of labor, energy, supplies and other inputs. Some speakers 
advocated measures to improve intermodal flexibility and coordination 
in order to realize the inherent advantages of every mode. Some parti
cipants recommended the adoption of regulatory measures to discourage 
private carriage of goods so as to ;permit common carriers to benefit 
from econom~es of scale in transporting larger volumes. Several 
speakers proposed that regulatory policy should allow a higher rate of 
return in order to permit more internal generation of funds for investment . 

Strong feelings were expressed that energy conservation needs to be 
reemphasized as a national goal and that, indeed, a national conservation 
ethic is required across the board. Many participants suggested ways of 
reducing transportation energy consumption. A number of participants 
endorsed the goals of Project Independence in order to reduce reliance 
on foreign energy sources and to reduce fuel prices. Others supported 
R&D efforts to develop new sources of energy. All in all, energy loomed 
very large in the minds of the participants as a key element affecting 
inflation in the transportation industries. 

There was nearly universal agreement that national monetary policy should 
be eased to lower interest rates. Many participants emphasized the parti
cular sensitivity of the capital-intensive transportation industries to the 
current high rates of interest. Some participants pointed to the particular 
problems of financing transportation construction occasioned by high 
interest rates. Some mentioned that the current housing downturn has 
adversely affected transportation by reducing the demand for the transport 
of materials and supplies. 

(2) 
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There was general agreement in favor of tax incentives to encourage 
greater capital investment in transportation. Some participants advocated 
reductions in the excise taxes which particular modes now pay, arguing 
that such a course would contribute to the fight against inflation. Some 
spokesmen for the common carriers advocated tax increases on private 
carriage. Other participants asserted that there should be more uniformity 
and consistency in Federal tax treatment among the modes. There was 
no consensus on changes in the Federal gasoline tax, .a few participants 
calling for increases and a few for decreases. 

There was general agreement that environmental protection requirements 
should be reexamined to determine whether their benefits are worth their 
costs. Some participants noted that these requirements, while extremely 
costly, do not increase output. Other participants called for a similar 
review of governmental regulations concerning transportation safety, 
noise, occupational safety and health, labor and fuel allocation. 

Several participants suggested that the Government should be required to 
prepare inflation impact statements or benefit/cost analyses for contem
plated new legislation or regulations in order to direct explicit attention 
to wage, price and productivity effects. They asserted that many govern
mental actions tend to be inflationary by raising costs relatively more 
than output. 

Regarding priority preferences among governmental programs, there 
were a number of views expressed. Some participants favored reductions 
in Federal subsidies to their competitors in other modes. Others argued 
that Federal capital grants, loan guarantees or other assistance to their 
own mode would be anti-inflationary in the longer term, inasmuch as they 
saw such assistance making their own mode more efficient or desirable 
in terms of overall costs, energy, pollution, land utilization or congestion. 

There was no consensus in favor of major changes in current levels of 
Federal taxation. Some participants advocated tax incentives to encourage 
capital investment in transportation. Others favored more progressive 
Federal income taxation. Still others proposed tax exemptions for 
interest earnings in order to promote savings and investment. A few 
speakers advocated excess profit taxes. 
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Regarding international arrangements, a number of participants called 
for greater governmental efforts to reduce discriminatory practices of 
foreign governments. Differential airline landing fees were one example 
mentioned. Some participants indicated that recent commodity sales to 
foreign countries have increased domestic price levels. Some recommended 
removal of tax shelters for multi-national corporations. 

Concerning personal consumption patterns, several participants called 
for measures to help redirect travel demand to the modes they represent 
on the ground that they are more efficient in terms of overall costs, 
energy consumption, environmen. tal pollution or congestion. Other 
speakers advocated better information on transportation markets, 
services and prices. 

Mandatory wage and price controls were unanimously rejected. Labor 
participants contended that the recent controls constrained wage increases 
far more effectively than price increases, thereby contributing to a 
decrease in the average real incomes of workers. Management partici
pants pointed out that price controls had worked to distort traditional 
marketplace relationships involving transportation inputs and services. 
While opposing mandatory controls, a number of participants favored 
voluntary restraint by management and labor in wage settlements and 
in price determinations. A few participants advocated governmental 
monitoring of industry's wage and price decisions. 

With regard to hardships and inequities, a large number of participants 
pointed to the great impact that increased prices and decreased availability 
of fuel have had on the transportation sector in recent months. Many 
participants called for government action to reduce fuel prices and to 
give priority to transportation in the allocation of fuel supplies. 

Some of the participants recommended that public policy should endeavor 
to keep public transportation passenger fares down in order both to assist 
the disadvantaged and to help shift travel from the private auto to more 
efficient and environmentally desirable pub lie modes, most notably 
including urban mass trans it. 

Referring to shortages of particular materials, supplies and equipment, 
some participants suggested that the Federal Government should allocate 
scarce items to high-priority users, the transportation modes in 
particular. 
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Among the other suggestions, some participants called for Federal 
assistance in providing or guaranteeing needed capital, and some 
advocated operating assistance to their mode as well. Others indicated 
their support for pending legislation to increase the weight and size of 
trucks permitted on Interstate highways. Still others recommended 
Federal action to ensure rapid implementation of no -fault auto insurance 
plans. There was no consensus on the 55 m.p.h. speed limit, some 
participants proposing whole or partial exemptions for trucks or buses, 
but others favoring retention of this provision. Some participants argued 
that if anti-inflationary measures result in increased unemployment, the 
Federal Government should provide public service employment on public 
works and adopt other measures to reduce hardships on low-wage workers 
and to maintain purchasing power. Several participants called for the 
restatement of national transportation policy--in conjunction with a 
national growth policy--to enable each mode of transportation to play its 
most appropriate role. Finally, some sentiment was expressed in favor 
of some kind of continuing consultative or advisory mechanism to enable 
the transportation sector and the government to exchange views and seek 
consensus and commitment on ways of fighting inflation . 
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TRANSPORTATION • 
INDUSTRY 
CONFERENCE ON 
INFLATION 
Los Angeles Hilton Hotel September 19 - 20, 1974 

SEPTEMBER 19 

6:00 P.M. 

7:00 P.M. (Garden Room East) 

8:00P.M. (Garden Room West) 

9:00P.M. 

SEPTEMBER 20 

8:30 A.M. (Golden State Room) 

8:45 A.M. 

10:30 A.M. (Los Angeles Room) -

10:45 A.M. (Golden State Room) 

11:30 A.M. 

12:00 Noon (Rooms to be Assigned) 

2:15 P.M (Golden State Room) 

3:15 P.M 

5:00 P.M 

5:30 P.M 

PROGRAM 

REGISTRATION 
NO-HOST RECEPTION 
NO-HOST DINNER 
PRESENTATIONS BY THE 
COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS 
AND THE OFFICE OF 
MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

• An Overview of Inflation in the 
Economy and in the 
Transportation Industries 

• Current Governmental Policies 
to Moderate Inflation 

WELCOMING REMARKS BY SECRETARY BRINEGAR 

FORMAL STATEMENTS BY PARTICIPANTS 

COFFEE 

RESUMPTION OF FORMAL STATEMENTS 

STATEMENTS BY CHAIRMEN 
OF REGULATORY AGENCIES 

SMALL DISCUSSION GROUPS - WOR Kl NG 
LUNCHEON MEETINGS FOR PARTICIPANTS 

REPORTS BY DISCUSSION GROUP LEADERS 

ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS BY 
PARTICIPANTS AND PUBLIC 

SUMMARY STATEMENTS 

CONCLUDING REMARKS BY SECRETARY BRINEGAR 
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

1. Mr. Stephen Ailes 
President 
Association of American Pai1roads 
1920 L Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

2. Mr. George H. Andrews 
Director 
American Association of State Highway 

and Transportation Officials 
National Press Building 
Washington, D. C. 20004 

3. Mr. Joseph Ballew 
International Representative 
Western Conference of Teamsters 
1870 Ogden Drive 
Burlingame, California 94011 

4. Mr. James F. Barker 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
Moore-McCormack Lines, Inc. 
2 Broadway 
New York, New York 10004 

5. Mr. Leslie 0. Barnes 
President 
Allegheny Airlines, Inc. 
National Airport 
Washington, D. C. 20001 

6. Mr. F. E. Barnett 
Chairman 
Union Pacific Pailroad Company 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10022 
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7. Honorable Helen Delich Bentley 
Chairman 
Federal Maritime Commission 
1405 I Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20573 

8. Mr. Benjamin F. Biaggini 
President 
Southern Pacific Railway 
One Market Street 
San Francisco, California 94105 

9. Mr. Floyd Blaske 
President 
American Commercial Bargeline Company 
P. 0. Box 610 
Jefferson, Indiana 47130 

10. Mr. Jesse Brent 
Brent Towing Company, Inc. 
P. 0. Drawer 8 
Greenville, Mississippi 38701 

11. Mr. William A. Bresnahan 
President 
American Trucking Association 
1616 P Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

12. Mr. Charles D. Busskohl 
President 
United Bus Owners 
Aerostage Lines 
P. 0. Box 695 
Sioux City, Iowa 51102 

13. Mr. Edward E. Carlson 
President 
United Airlines 
P. 0. Box 66100 
Chicago, Illinois 6066 0 
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14. Mr. Albert V. Casey 
President 
American Airlines 
633 Third Avenue 
New York, New York 10017 

15. Mr. Gale Chapman 
President 
Upper Mississippi Towing Company 
7703 Normandale Road 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435 

16. Mr. Owen Clarke 
Vice -President 
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company 
Terminal Tower 
P. 0. Box 6419 
Cleveland, Ohio 44101 

17. Mr. W. Graham Claytor, Jr. 
President 
Southern Railway System 
P. 0. Box 1808 
Washington, D. C. 20013 

18. Mr. John Greedy 
President 
Water Transport Association 
60 East 42 Street 
New York, New York 10017 

19. Mr. C. L. Dennis 
President 
Brotherhood of Railway, Airline and Steamship 

Clerks, Freight Handlers, Express and 
Station Employees 

6300 River Road 
Rosemont, Illinois 60018 
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20. Mr. Charles S. Devoy 
President 
American Association of Port Authorities 
1612 K Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20006 

21. Mr. Edward J. Driscoll 
President 
National Air Carrier Association 
1730 M Street, N. W., Suite 710 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

22. Mr. J. P. Fishwick 
President 
Norfolk & Western Railway Company 
8 North Jefferson Street 
Roanoke, Virginia 24011 

23. Mr. Robert J. Franco 
President 
Spector Freight Systems, Inc. 
205 West Wacker Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 

24. Mr. Richard Gallagher 
Executive Director 
International Taxicab Association 
222 Wisconsin Avenue 
Lake Forest, Illinois 60045 

25. Mr. David C. Garrett, Jr. 
President 
Delta Airlines 
Hartsfield International Airport 
Atlanta, Georgia 30320 

26. Mr. Jack R. Gilstrap 
General Manager 
Southern California Rapid Transit District 
1060 South Broadway 
Los Angeles, California 90015 
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27. Mr. H. L. Glisan 
President 
Continental Trailways 
1500 Jackson 
Dallas , Texas 7 52 1 5 

28. Mr. Matthew Guinan 
President 
Transport Workers Union of America 
1980 Broadway 
New York, New York 10023 

29. Mr. Paul Hall 
President 
Seafarers 1 International Union of North America 
675 Fourth Avenue 
Brooklyn, New York 11215 

30. Mr. Anthony Haswell 
Chairman 
National Association of Railroad Passengers 
417 New Jersey Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20003 

31. Mr. Earl Hoekenga 
President and Chairman 
Ryder Truck Lines 
P. 0. Box 2408 
Jacksonville, Florida 33003 

32. Mr. Millard Holden 
President 
Independent Produce Haulers of America 
Pharr, Texas 78577 

33. Mr. Roland R. Hummel, Jr. 
President 
National Customs Brokers and Forwarders 

Association of America 
One World Trade Center 
Suite 1109 
New York, New York 10048 
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34. Mr. Paul R. Ignatius 
President 
Air Transport Association 
1709 New York Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20006 

35. Mr. Arthur F. Kelly 
President 
Western Airlines 
P. 0. Box 92005 
World Way Postal Center 
Los Angeles, California 90009 

36. Mr. J. L. Kerrigan 
President 
Greyhound Lines 
Greyhound Tower 
Phoenix, Arizona 85077 

37. Mr. Paul Kole 
General Finance Manager 
Chicago Transit Authority 
121 LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

38. Mr. Harding L. Lawrence 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
Braniff International 
P. 0. Box 35001 
Exchange Park 
Dallas, Texas 75235 

39. Mr. George Lechner 
Senior Vice-President 
United Transport Union 
2110 East First Street 
Santa Ana, California 92725 
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40. Mr. A. E. Leitherer 
President 
National Industrial Traffic League 
425 Thirteenth Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20004 

41. Mr. Nils A. Lennartson 
President 
Railway Progress Institute 
801 Fairfax 
Alexandria, Virginia 22308 

42. Mr. Joseph T. Lykes, Jr. 
Chairman and Chief Administrative Officer 
Lykes Brothers Steamship Company, Inc. 
300 Poydras 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70130 

43. Mr. David M. Mendelsohn 
Vice-President and Deputy Chairman 
World Airways 
Oakland International Airport 
Oakland, California 94614 

44. Mr. Lou Menk 
President 
Burlington Northern 
176 East Fifth Street 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101 

45. Mr. Thomas S. Miles 
President 
National Air Transportation Conference 
1156 Fifteenth Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20005 

46. Mr. G. R. Moir 
Chairman, President and Chief 

Executive Officer 
Transway International Corporation 
711 Third Avenue 
NewYork, NewYork 10017 
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47. Mr. Donald W. Nyrop 
President 
Northwest Orient Airlines 
Minneapolis -St. Paul International Airport 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55111 

48. Mr. Jack Pearce 
Chairman 
Committee on Modern Efficient Transportation 
c/o Pearce & Wagsha1 
910 Seventeenth Street, N. W., Suite 808 
Washington, D. C. 20006 

49. Mr. Rafe Pomerance 
Executive Director 
Urban Environment Conference 
2100 M Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20037 

50. Ms. Janet J. Rathe 
Executive Secretary 
Oregon Auto Consumer Action Panel 
3131 Luray Terrace, N. W. 
Portland, Oregon 97210 

51. Mr. John Reed 
President 
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway 
80 East Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 

52. Mr. James J. Reynolds 
President 
American Institute of Merchant Shipping 
1625 K Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20006 

53. Mr. W. T. Rice 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
Seaboard Coast Line Industries 
3600 West Broad Street 
Richmond, Virginia 23230 
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54. Mr. P. F. Richardson 
President 
Sea-Land Service, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 900 
Edison, New Jersey 08817 

55. Mr. Mark Robeson 
Executive Vice-President 
Yellow Freight System, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 7270 
Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66207 

56. Mr. Richard V. Robison 
Vice-President 

57. 

Automobile Club of South California 
Terminal Annex, Box 2890 
Los Angeles, California 90051 

Mr. William J. Ronan 
Chairman 
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey 
One World Trade Center 
New York, New York 10048 

58. Mr. James R. Smith 
President 
American Waterways Operators, Inc. 
1250 Connecticut Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

59. Mr. Reed Sprinkel 
President 
Fontana Paving, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 847 
Fontana, California 92335 

60. Honorable George M. Stafford 
Chairman 
Interstate Commerce Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20423 
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61. Mr. Paul Tierney 
President 
Transportation Association of America 
1100 Seventeenth Street, N. W. 
Suite 1107 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

62. Honorable Robert K. Timm 
Chairman 
Civil Aeronautics Board 
1825 Connecticut Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20428 

63. Mr. Clarence L. Townes, Jr. 
President 
Metro Services Corporation of Richmond 
1617 Broke Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23220 

64. Mr. Paul E. Trimble 
President 
Lake Carriers Association 
614 West Superior 
Cleveland, Ohio 44113 

65. Mr. Charles A. Webb 
President 
National Association of Motor Bus Owners 
1025 Connecticut Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

66. Mr. William G. White 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
Consolidated Freightways 
601 California Street 
San Francisco, California 94108 

67. Mr. James Wilmot 
Chairman 
Page Airways 
P.O. Boxll32 
Rochester, New York 14603 
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68. Mr. J. F. Wilson 
President 
Roadway Express 
1077 Gorge Boulevard 
Akron, Ohio 44309 

69. Mr. F. C. Wiser 
President 
Trans World Airlines, Inc. 
605 Third Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 

70. Mr. David Yunich 
Chairman 
Metropolitan Transportation Authority 
262 Broadway 
New York, New York 10007 
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Congressional Representation 

Senate 

1. Jennings Randolph (D-West Virginia) 
2. Ted Stevens (R-Alaska) 
3. Alan Cranston (D-California) 

House of Representatives 

- Participants 

1. Robert E. Jones, Jr. (D-Alabama) 
2. John D. Dingell (D-Michigan) 
3. Don H. Clausen (R-California) 
4. Victor V. Veysey (R-California) 
5. Carlos J. Moorhead (R-California) 

- Observers 

1. Alphonzo Bell (R -California) 
2. John H. Rousselot (R-California) 
3. Glenn M. Anderson (D-California) 
4. George E. Danielson (D-California) 

Administration 

1. Secretary Claude S. Brinegar 
2. Assistant Secretary Robert Henri Binder 
3. Assistant Secretary Benjamin 0. Davis, Jr. 
4. Acting Assistant Secretary John W. Snow 
5. Administrator Alexander P. Butterfield 
6. Administrator John W. Ingram 
7. Administrator James B. Gregory 
8. Administrator David W. Oberlin 
9. Executive Director Lester P. Lamm 

10. Secretarial Representative Lawrence H. Dunn 
11. Office Director RADM Robert I. Price 
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